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will always be associated with that agreement, the processes to which they are now devotinghave placed not only their own countries, themselves of readjusting their national
but the whole world, under a lasting debt and economic life, and she is not unhopefulof gratitude. The spirit of Locarno is, that eventually they may find themselves
however, no fitful spark. For many years able to assume the full rights, duties andit has governed the relations between the responsibilities of Members of the League ofStates that compose the two great continents Nations.
of North and South America - and here
the case that comes most readily to the I will mention briefly some other problemsmind of a member of the British Common-mind of a member of the British Common- | to which the French proposals would give rise.wealth of Nations is that of the United States For instance, would it be possible to compose
of America and Canada, where the very idea an organisation to direct the forces underof aggression has been so completely the command of the world authoritye Can
banished that, whatever other calamities it be formed out of the nationals of themay threaten or befall their citizens, the various countries; and, if so, how can itcalamity of mutual warfare never enters function if the international force has at
into their lives or thoughts. May there not any time to be employed against one of
still be ample room to develop regional those countries 
fraternities which could in course of time
come to cover the whole globe, to act as
a reinforcement to the common instrument Again, the central body of the world
that already exists in the League of Nations authority would have to be equipped with
with all its varied activitiesathe power to take prompt and decisive

action. Experience, so far, has unfortunately
shown the extreme difficulty of assuring this
condition, which nevertheless would be

For shaping the work of future world essential to the prestige, and, indeed, the
peace, France, which has so often led the existence, of a world authority possessing
world in brilliant ideas, has put forward the final power to enforce its will upon recal-
far-reaching proposals which have already citrants. Further, the function of the forces
arrested our attention. We must approach maintained by the world authority, if they
them from two sides. We must bear in should ever have to be set in action, will
mind the practical problems to which they largely be to defend the weaker against the
may give rise, the vast and formidable more powerful; yet both will be represented
adjustment of machinery that they may on an equal footing in the League. Here we
involve. But let us not lose sight of the encounter the thorny question whether
ideal by which they are inspired. Let us decisions would be taken by a majority or
keep before us the possibility of a better by a unanimous vote alone.
world organisation, created not for sectional
interests or for self-assertion, but for the There is, moreover, the problem - whichsingle purpose of freeing each one of the may be of special interest to Indiamany millionons this planet from the whether the forces maintained by the world
fear of war and from the burden of guard- authority should be stationed at some centraling against war in time of peace. The ideal, spot or distributed regionally in areas wheredistant though it may be, will, I venture the possibility of conflict may have to beto say, carry an intimate appeal to my taken into account. Beyond all this theown fellow-countrymen, for whom theaown fellow-countrymen, for whom the establishment of a world authority wouldgreatest good is that each individual should call for a vast and complex adjustment ofgo about his daily task in peaceful and the manifold provisions of international law.ordered co-operation with his neighbour. That may well be a stupendous problem, no

less than the others I have indicated.

I have placed this ideal in the forefront to However, I do not wish to dwell on the
show the spirit in which I would approach difficulties. I instance them to show thatthe practical problems underlying these S sa vast amount of ground has yet to be tra-proposals. We shall neither exaggerate nor versed before we can confidently say that
evade them. For India, the first problem this, that or the other solution will terminate

could be constructed so long a great and ae now living. But once again let us bear
powerful countries like the United States of in mind what may be implied in the ideal

organisation which equally represents that
authority. The one is dependent on the

India has only one desire - to live other. Both these bodies would have to find
in goodwill and amity with her neighbours. patrallel if humanity should work its way
She is watching with friendly interest towards an all-embracing world organisation.
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The judiciary would have to draw on the time immemorial, will anxiously follow
best representatives of the ability of nations, our endeavours and wholeheartedly pray
and of mankind. The central authority, for their success.
acting as a whole, would have to exercise
more than merely judicial or advisory func- The President. - M. Castillo Najera, dele-
tions. If confronted in various areas with of Mexico, will address the Conference.
vast internal forces of discontent, it might in
its ultimate state be called upon to carry
out rectifications, re-alignments and re- M. Castillo Najera (Mexico):
adjustments in accordance with the wishes ambition and
of the peoples most vitally concerned. Its rn Interest, a 
duty would be to give effect to those wishes vainglory are perpetually changing th
without ill-will and without risk of conflict ace of the world and inundating the earth
between the nations. Above all, it should with blood; and yet, in the midst of the
be a living and developing organism, and not ravages, manners grow milder, men's mind
the dead hand of the past trying to prevent become more enlightened, and nations that
the full and healthy development of the were isolated draw nearer together; trade
future. and policy at length unite all parts of the

globe; and the total mass of the human
race, in alternate phases of calm and dis-
turbance, fortune and misfortune, moves

Clearly, this ideal will demand all our best forward slowly but continuously to greater
thought and our most patient study before perfection. " These statements, of such
it can come near fulfilment. Let us face vivid present interest, which might have
the facts and agree that only a series of been thought to come from one of the books

world conferences can lead us to the in which modern literature abounds, were
achievement of this happy end for mankind. written by Turgot in 1750.

In drawing this picture, that eminent
philosopher merely condensed the stages of
human evolution, which vary in detail

Meanwhile, we must concentrate on the according to period and nation, but are
work that lies immediately to our hand. There fundamentally identical, inasmuch as
is no excuse for us to sink back in despair instinctive tendencies cannot fail to attain

and abandon ourselves to cut-throat com- their ends. In obedience to biological laws
petition and the ceaseless rivalry of arma-and sociological necessities, the family of
ments. Rather we must use and develop mankind, formerly separated and living in
to the full the instruments that are alreadyioil we small groups within territories bounded by
in our hands. In particular, we cannot a river or a mountain range, has progressed,

afford to cast aside h areu from the beginning of its social resultsorganisa-
achieved at the cost of such long and careful tion towards the natural unification which
discussion by the Preparatory Commission. unity of t species enjoins, since, in
And to look further afield, it is inconceivable t it of the species enand geographicaspite of racial differences and geographical
that the League of Nations as it now exists, ers here is a single

wittemmes n wold e barriers, there is but a single human species
with the immense and worldwide moral world. Moreover,

inhabiting a single world, Moreover,
prestige that it has already won for itself inhabiting a single world. Moreover,

prestige that it has alread, that world is shrinking daily, and all must
should not forge ahead. Let us devoteshould not forge ahead. Let us devote recognise the reality of phenomena which
our best energies to this great purpose. niere an are replac
Above all, let us seize the occasion which the whoe eral f ens reated by. ing the ephemeral figments created by
has now called us together. Disarmament ing 
hain s now called us togethe netraisaron t particular contingencies and maintained by
in its widest sense the neutralisation o a tradition that clings obstinately to a past
war nd must be takpeace of mnkin L already interred in the Pantheon of history.
can and must be taken In hand. Let us go
forward with it here and now. Like all sciences, the science of politics

must rely solely on facts for the construction
of its systems and the computation of its
estimates.

There is a cry going up from the heart of all In past days, the unevenness of the rate
the peace-loving citizens of every country of progress, the lack of communications
for the lessening of their military burdens, and the scarcity of moral contacts made it
for a decrease in the financial load which ossile t necessary
those burdens impose, for the security of peoples in two categories, the civililed and
civil populations against indiscrimninate peoples in two categories, the civilised andcivil populations against indiscrimina the savage races. To-day, this distinction
methods of warfare, and, above all, for is vanishing and will soon be a thing of
security against the very idea of war. It
is their growing hope and demand that all the past. The rapid expansion of the con-quests of modern science facilitates the
the moral authority of the League should ation of a standard type of civilisa-creation of a standard type of civilisa-
be used now and strengthened in every case tion over the whole surface of the planet.
to prevent aggression and to support and
establish the reign of peace, law, arbitration The sagacity of Francis Delaisi has

and international goodwill. My countrymen, revealed the manifold links which bind

to whom the cause of peace is sacred since the world together, links which are none
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the less real because they are almost on her soil. Thatis a by no means improb-
invisible to eyes accustomed only to look able danger, but it would be a mistake to
on appearances. imagine that it is the only one, and a further

Delaisi has brought to light the reality mistake to assume that the belligerents
of the interdependence of the world that alone would be affected by the ravages of
is to say, the unity of the peoples, who, any conflagration. We have ample proof to
though separated by vast distances, are none the contrary; the whole body of mankind
the less united by common interests of vital is suffering to-day from the after-effects of
importance. The consequences that ensue the distant results of the last war. All of
from the present state of our evolution us, victors, vanquished and neutrals, are
call for the co-operation of all peoples, the afflicted by the economic depression; it
mutual aid of the whole community. This threatens to create internal difficulties in
integral unification of the world is a neces- almost every country of the world; it does
sity to the march of progress. It will enable not spare even those nations which were not
us to enjoy happiness in a condition of implicated in the struggle. The mind
peace and well-being, a heritage from cannot conceive the direct evils and the
previous generations acquired at the price indirect repercussions of a fresh conflagra-
of their struggles and their efforts, one tion, but it would not be hazardous to predict
which it will be for our generation to that the damage would assume the dimen-
enhance by our own sacrifices and labours sions of complete annihilation; for a " loca-
and so bequeath enriched to our successors. lised" war would be simply the prelude to

When once humanity has succeeded in a drama in which the spectators would
forging its own unity, and when once the become actors, while the epilogue would be,
earth is the common dwelling-place of all perhaps, the disappearance of the human
men transformed into citizens of the world, race.
the classic phrase, " the two worlds ", must That first conflict would be simply the
cease to exist except as a purely geographical beginning of a series of wars, separated by
convention. There is only one world: " the lapses of time of greater or shorter duration,
world ". A new era, that of universalism, which would lay waste the several quarters
has begun. Even here, the question has of the globe.
already been adumbrated. In an utterance Mankind - the great mass of mankind
distinguished by its depth of thought and which does not reason- senses, or rather has
noble generosity, one speaker referred to a foreboding of, its totaldestruction. Instinct
"international anarchy ", and called for and intuition half reveal to it a terrible fate
the urgent organisation of "international which it refuses to accept. Mankind rebels
order ". before the portent of approaching death,

We must, in my opinion, abandon interna- dimly but surely conscious of its biological
tionalism. The international system is dead. right to survive for centuries to come.
Before it was fully grown, it was overtaken The family of mankind, spurred on by
and passed by events, which demand an the most powerful force of all, the instinct
ampler and more vigorous system. of the preservation of the species, comes

The thinker whom I have just quoted before you and entreats you to save it, lest
clearly realised the situation when he said: it be obliged to seek its own salvation.
" The day of purely national organisation Never has the desire to live been more
is past, and in future States will no longer forcibly manifested than it is to-day. You
be able to achieve their desires unless they are witnesses of a powerful movement in
unite in a vaster and loftier organisation, public opinion for the rejection of war, a
the world ". movement that can be easily explained, for

In these days, when the nations are never has the danger been so serious, and
drawing nearer together, beginning more the pacifist reaction is proportionate to the
and more to resemble each other, we prospects of destruction.
can no longer treat war as a localised The world has placed all its hopes in you,
problem, nor can we suppose that, in future confident that the elite assembled at Geneva
struggles, there will be any countries to will deliver it out of its afflictions. It
take the part of spectator. Theories based knows that the men most representative of
on appearances or on so-called similarities their kind, by reason of their wisdom, intel-
will end in painful surprises. It is sufficient ligence, experience and culture--the heart
to reread works written before the war, and brains of modern civilisation - will find
the authors of which prophesied the develop- a solution which shall ensure their future
ment and consequences of the conflict, to happiness under the segis of world peace.
be convinced that even the most accurate Inspired by the grandeur and immensity
of experts were wrong on technical, economic of the task, it is not surprising that all the
and other points, and that no one foresaw nations of the world should have welcomed
either the extent or the duration of the the opportunity of participating in this Con-
disaster. ference, and it is a comforting spectacle to

Invested with the two-fold authority of see in this assembly, side by side with the
his personal prestige and his high office, delegates of the great Powers, those of the
M. Motta has had the courage to lay bare smaller nations, all alike firmly determined
the causes which trouble the peace of to succeed, to achieve practical results which.
Europe, and which may yet cause bloodshed will reconcile the cause of the individual with
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one that has a loftier significance - the which was unanimously accepted. Still more

cause of the community. recently, when signing the Pact of Paris,

As one member of the world body, guided Mexico declared that she included among
by the ideals of world collaboration, Mexico wars of aggression those which are termed

has come to take her seat among you, wars of intervention. She is a signatory of

conscious of fulfilling a duty, and happy to the Washington Arbitration Treaty, and

fulfil it. has, on more than one occasion, accepted the
decisions of a tribunal set up or of arbitrators

Mexico is a country whose small army chosen to deal with a given case. Faithful
serves solely to maintain internal order; to its traditions, therefore, the Mexican
it has a negligible military air force and a delegation will support any proposal to
navy of no international importance. Mexico enlarge and strengthen the systems of
has never taken up arms except to defend arbitration and conciliation.
her territory against invasion and threats
to her independence. Her people are pro- Mexico is confident in the success of this
foundly and sincerely pacific, despite the Conference, which will form the basis of the
reputation for lawlessness attributed to organisation and maintenance of a lasting
them by those who are ignorant of the causes and definitive peace. She has always aspired
of our internal disturbances or are incapable to this ideal of concord among the peoples
of interpreting historical events. Without and, in her international relations, she has
hatred and without rancour for the past, followed the principle laid down by Benito
determined to do her utmost to progress Juarez, the defender of our independence and
in every sphere and to serve the cause of of republican institutions, who, nearly
humanity to the best of her ability, Mexico, seventy years ago, proclaimed: " Entre
which is not a menace to any of her neigh- las naciones, como entre los individuos, el
bours and fears no aggression- which respeto al derecho ajeno, es la paz " (Between
would be as absurd as it would be senseless- nations, as between individuals, respect for
brings to this Conference no technical the rights of others, that is peace).
contribution and no concrete plan for the
solution of the problems before it. She
does, however, bring her faith, the faith
which sustained her during the long years 30. - COMPILATIN, IN A FORM SUIT-
of grief and suffering through which she ABLE FOR EXAMINATION, OF THE
passed before she finally succeeded in PROPOSALS MADE BY DELE-
establishing a social and political structure in GATIONS DURING THE GENERAL
harmony with the aspirations of her people. DISCUSSION: PROPOSALS OF THE

The Mexican delegation accepts the draft BUREAU.
Convention as a basis of discussion. It is
convinced that immediate total disarma- The President: The Bureau met this
ment is impossible, but will support any morning, and I have some communications
proposals for the prohibition of exceptionally to make on its behalf to the Conference.
destructive machines and weapons clearly
devised for the purposes of aggression; No meeting of the Conference will be

chemical and bacteriological warfare, aerial held on Saturday afternoon or on Monday.

bombardment, heavy artillery, tanks, and These days will be devoted to the prepara-

also any proposals for the reduction and tion of the documentation for the Bureau.

limitation of armaments to the minimum This documentation will principally be com-

consistent with the internal security of the posed of all the proposals and suggestions

country. submitted by various delegations during the
. .M d i general discussion; it will also include an

The Mexican delegation is in full sympathy analytical index with reference to these
with the Polish delegation's proposals for proposal as well as the concrete pointsproposals, as well as the concrete points
progressive moral disarmament. referred to by the delegations in their

Mexico has enjoyed an independent exis- speeches. In order to facilitate the work of
tence for rather more than a century, during the Secretariat in compiling this index,
which time she has pursued an international delegations are requested to hand in at
policy based on justice and has at all times once their formal proposals and also to
been prepared to settle her disputes by indicate to the Secretariat the passages of
pacific negotiations. their speeches containing suggestions to

Latterly, in January 1928, she submitted which they attach particular importance.

to the Pan-American Conference at Havana
a proposal for a policy of non-aggression (The Conference rose at 12.50 p.m.)
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FIFTEENTH PLENARY MEETING

Saturday, February 20th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. proposals which have been made by the
31. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. different nations to limit armaments equals

their total abolition. Surely, under these
Speeches by Mr. te Water (Union of South circumstances it would be, not only calami-
Africa), M. Valdes-Mendeville (Chile) and i
M. Zaunius (Lithuania). tous, but disgraceful, were our deliberations

to end without achievement.

For one placed as I am at this Conference,
31. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL as I shall presently explain, with my country

DISCUSSION. so situated, geographically, that its national
aspirations threaten no other country, and

The President. - Mr. te Water, delegate with its armaments so limited in size, it
of the Union of South Africa, will address would be a work of supererogation on my
the Conference. part to propose sacrifices to the armed

Powers which my own country shall not be
Mr. te Water (Union of South Africa). called upon to make itself.

A burden of a great weight has been pressing Yet this statement I hasten to make on
heavily on this Conference of the Nations. behalf of the country I represent-that its
For no one with an historic sense can fail full support will be accorded to every
to feel the oppression of a hundred years proposal, genuinely and equitably conceived,
of reasoning, refinement and argument o and coming from ay quarter, to lessen the
the question of the disarming of the nations. burden of armaments on the nations of the

For more than a century, unceasingly, world.
unprofitably, men have pondered and con-
ferred upon this problem; our forefathers I would seize this opportunity to paytribute to the delegates of the Powers whoour fathers and now ourselves. have, many of them, spoken in a spirit of

Let it be said at once that no thought can helpfulness from this tribune. Perhaps I
be spoken at this Conference, no light shed shall be pardoned if I join in paying a special
upon the problem upon which we are now tribute to the Italian delegation and its
concentrated, no noble sentiment uttered distinguished spokesman, for a reasoned
which in the past has not been spoken, and submission, which appealed to my delegation
again repeated by men impelled, even as we as much for its sound sense as for its courage
are, by the catastrophe of war. For these and foresight. We have not forgotten that,
also set out, even as we do, to make an end at the last Assembly of the League, the
to war, and, even as we will be tempted to Italian delegation proposed, as the earnest
do, they evaded in deep confusion and of its desire that this Conference should
perplexity the ultimate sacrifice of their succeed, the truce which was subsequently
ambitions, which alone can lead to peace. accepted by the nations.

It seems to me, at the close of these pre- May I also assure the French delegation
liminary discussions, that perhaps something that my Government has always viewed
more could have been gained if a greater with the liveliest interest, its concept of the
candour had been manifest; and that League of Nations as a super-State? If it
something could still be gained if we opened has not hitherto accorded that conception
our hearts, as it were, in a greater spirit of its support, it is perhaps for the very reason
helpfulness; if we approached our task by a stated so concisely in the French proposal:
revelation of our ambitions, of the vital that of an uncompromising attitude of
claims of our people to their national national sovereignty.
existence, and by a clearer statement to the
world of our national requirements. My Government is, moreover, uncertain

still of the power of the League of Nations
Pondering on the utterances of the to function without prejudice and without

leaders of the delegations, this fact emerges bias while the nations represented round its
- emphasising that among us all there is a tables have behind them the power of their
deep instinct to achieve the purpose for armaments to influence its decisions. We,
which our peoples have sent us here - this for our part, feel that the profound ideal
fact emerges, that the sum total of the pleaded for by the French delegation at
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this Conference, with which we also are in of time, must be a matter of intimate
the deepest sympathy - that of substituting concern to those three great peoples from
co-operation between the nations of the whom the Union sprang, and of imaginative
world for national isolation - can come and friendly interest, at least, to all the
about, and will come about, when the nations of Europe.
nations have disarmed.nations have disamed Subjected to the subtle influences of a

And so the delegation for which I speak primitive environment, being, as it is, in
will approach its task in all candour, in a contact on all sides with the innumerable
calm spirit, not unhopeful, yet under no native races of Africa, the South African
sterile illusions as to the limitations of man people can only survive by irreproachable
or his works. conduct, by fair dealing and by sound

My country, small as its people is, wide- precept towards the people whom it rules,
flung as are its borders, comes to this Con- and by a stubborn spirit.
ference in simple mind, confirmed in its therefore become the peculiar
intention to make but one contribuion o destiny, and at on toce the burden of my
its deliberations: to base its judgments country, to carry the torch and gauge of
without favour, without prejudice and country t ca.European civilisation in Africa.
without fear. South Africa has, in its own
history, even as have all the nations assembled To ensure the permanence of its national
at this Conference, known the horror, the life, it has been the tradition of my people
wanton destruction, the sacrifice and the that its manhood should be trained to carry
heroism of war, of war thrust on its people arms, but so mellowed by time has this
and its country by the forces and the tradition become, so peacefully inclined is
influences created by that very power which the people of South Africa to-day, that its
we are assembled here to destroy. safety and security depend alone upon a

Thirty years ago, the Treaty of Vereenig- limited force of armed men - highly trained,
ing brought to a close the war which, for though small according to the standards
three years, gripped South Africa by the set by European nations.
throat, laid waste the fairness of its land without fear for the vicis-

> . South Africa, without fear for the vicls-
and destroyed a whole generation of its and circumstance, is so

tpeople. o man, womani or child escaped lightly armed, its inclinations and its deter-
the horrors and miseries of those years. minaton to peace so obvious to the world,
Twelve years later, a rifle craked at Serajevo, hat i ambitions can in no wise become

that its ambitions can in no wise become
and the now peaceful Boer behind his plough menace to its neighbours nor its demnd
on his distant farm 6,000 miles away heard a mence to tne this Conference.
the echo of that shot. He did not know that
at that moment subtle influences were at My country's contribution, then, will be
work which would drag him and his country that of a " still, small voice that cometh
into the vortex of a world war - forces and after the wind, the earthquake and the
influences which neither he nor his country fire ". It will be the voice of a young people
could control, forces and influences which that has suffered, that is patient in suffering,
are as little dead to-day as they were in but intolerant of the jealousies that create
the fateful year, 1914. At this assembly of wars. It will be the voice of a people which
nations, these forces and these influences has known war and the bitterness of defeat,
will find no friend in my country. but which, like all nations which have had

It must never be forgotten by the student the will to live, has, by its refusal to accept
of African history, nor by those Powers the permanence of defeat, achieved the
interested in Africa, nor by the African victory of peace.
himself, that the Union of South Africa is For hu did the vanquished ad the
the first and only permanent white civili- victors draw together n my country,
sation in the long, dark history of Africa 
that has been known to throw its roots so impelled by amutual recognition of eachthat has been known to throw its root so other's rights, by admiration for one another's

deep into the African soil that it has qualities, and by a generous appreciation of
irrevocably and intrinsically become part the inevitable and necessary role each people
of that continent. is destined to play in the up-building of its

The people of my country - at any rate, southern civilisation.
its great and permanent majority - are no
colonists who can return to the mother- May I not offer this example to those
country of their origin. South Africa is the statesmen at this Conference who misname
only home that they and their forefathers courage in a former enemy, and a will to
have known and that their^ children can live, as intransigence; who mistake a policy
know. of magnanimity, and of generosity, for that

of weakness; who fear, when they should
The integrity of the borders of the Union bo unafraid.

of South Africa, the safety of that State, and
the permanence of its new civilisation, which It has been well said: " Greatness and
the concurrence of three great European strength in a nation only excite envy and
races - the Dutch, the English and the malice among other nations, unless they are
French - has created during three centuries mellowed by kindness and made gracious by
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benevolence ". Those words were said of the Let this be my message to those older
great Powers. nations of the world from whom our fore-

fathers sprang. Do not, by your ambitions,
Of smaller peoples it has also been truly turn us, reluctant, from your doors. For

said: " If they wish to survive, theirinward we enter this Conference with the one
breadth and nobility of spirit must bear an desire to assist towards the successful issue
inverse proportion to their external small- of its deliberations, and to bring our mind
ness ". As representing such a nation, I shall to bear upon its problems - in all honesty.
remember these words, even as I submit the
wisdom of those other words to those who
represent the great nations of the world.e President M. Valdes-Mendeville,delegate of Chile, will address the Conference.

South Africa has not forgotten that it is
a signatory to the Covenant of the League, M. Valdes-Mendeville (Chile):
whose Members are pledged to recognise
that the maintenance of peace requires the Translation: My country cannot hope to
reduction of national armaments. Nor has influence the results of this Conference
it forgotten - nor will it forget - its pledge by means of its own independent decisions,
to abandon war as an instrument for the but, though its material contribution may
settlement of its disputes. be limited, its moral contribution and loyal

collaboration must be measured in terms of
But it has observed that five great Powers, the profound interest it takes in the success

equally pledged as we are, and bound by of our work here. As evidence in support
their oaths of honour to subscribe to apolicy of this assertion I need perhaps only recall
of peace, have increased their expenditure the tangible proofs that Chile has given
on instruments of war in the period of the of the ideals of peace by which her interna-
last seven years by a sum estimated at over tional policy has been traditionally inspired;
a hundred and fifty millions sterling. It has those proofs are known to you, and I need
noted, furthermore, that, during the year not remind you of them.
1931, in the six great armouries of Europe, Other reasons, however, besides those
there has been spent on the mechanism of traditional aspirations towards peace aretraditional aspirations towards peace arewar close on five hundred millions of money. factors in our earnest desire for the success

My Government has observed these two of the Conference: I refer to the deep
facts and understands and appreciates their anxiety of a young and hard-working
significance. On its instructions, I am to crisis which has been intensified by the
concern myself with neither the right nor criss whih has been intensified by the
the left of the proposals which are to be ns of the ode nations and the repercus-
submitted to this Conference by the nations, ions of which have cased us such distress.
but with their true meaning and intention e fee tt a fr agreement for the posi-
-an injunction which I shall hasten to tive reduction of armaments, an agreement
obey with jealousy and precision.obey with jealousy and precision. attended by the necessary guarantees, would

help to restore confidence and thereby
I will conclude on a note struck by facilitate economic reorganisation, dispel-I will conclude on a note struck by

the leader of the South African people g the ravages o commercial warfare in
in a message broadcast to the world: the world of to-day. We feel too that,in a message broadcast to the world- . v

There is nothing sadder , he said, "than when the nterdependence of world interestsThere .s .othingsadder ,he s..d, "h 1'.is thus evident a proper economic under-the reluctance with which the nations of economic under-
Europe seem to contemplate even the standing would constitute one of thesoundest guarantees of universal peace.mere discussion of a reduction of armaments. grantees of universal peace.

Ever since the now-distant beginnings
"If this atmosphere of suspicion of one of the preparatory work for this Conference,

another and lack of confidence in the Chile has offered her enthusiastic support.
League and the future peace of the world is As my country's representative on the
continued much longer, I fear that it can Preparatory Commission, I had to admit
have only one result, and that is that non- publicly more than once that our practical
European nations will be driven to look co-operation was rendered difficult owing
somewhere else than to Europe and the to the much regretted absence of this or
League for a world of peace. that American member. To-day, the situa-

tion has changed. 'Never has a Conference,
"Let us do everything in our power to held under League auspices, brought together

prevent such a catastrophe." so large a contingent of representatives of the
American continent. Of the two hundred

There spoke the authentic voice of many and forty-five millions inhabiting that con-
millions of human beings who live outside tinent, only some six millions are unable
the European circle; of peoples whose con- to make their voice heard among us. That
tribution to the culture of the world and is a cheering sign in which we gladly see
its well-being can be of deep and abiding an augury of fruitful collaboration in our
and of increasing significance, whose common task. It is particularly gratifying
youthful ambitions can be achieved only in to me to note it, representing as I do a
an atmosphere of peace. country whose policy is determined by its
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cordial relations with the other American new means of coercion and obligations more
nations which are so rightly called the sister onerous than those prescribed in the
Republics of the Continent. The Chilian Covenant, and are adapted to the varying
delegation sees in the firm and trusting circumstances I have described, and so
nature of those relations, which have at the will help to achieve the supreme object
same time facilitated the conclusion of in- of the Conference.
ternational acts of conciliation and arbitra- At the beginning of this brief statement
tion linking up the majority of the American I explained why Chile is so anxious that the
countries, one of the most valuable forms Conference should succeed. May I add in
of regional security. Moral disarmament, conclusion that the long and lofty discus-
that necessary condition of any positive sion that has taken place has given us very
effort for material disarmament, is thus definite grounds for hope ? Most of the
to a very large extent an established fact nations and almost all parts of the world
in America. have taken part. From Northern Europe to

I would remind you that the Chilian South America - from one end of the world
delegation remains faithful to the views to the other - despite the distressing events
which it so often had occasion to express which are taking place not far from our
in the Preparatory Commission. While not countries, we are, in general, all inspired
proposing to recommend one definite system by the same sentiments. The methods are
for the Conference as a whole, Chile considers still different, but we are at one in our
that, from the standpoint of Latin America, sincere resolve not to fail in the task in
the reduction of armaments should be sought which the world expects us to succeed.
by means of regional agreements or pacts.
In advocating these means, I am not depart-
ing in any way from Article 8 of the The President: M. Zaunius, delegate of
Covenant. I am, on the contrary, adhering Lithuania, will address the Conference.
strictly to its terms, for we have to admit
that the four conditions laid down in that M. Zaunius (Lithuania):
article - the national security, geographical I r i
situation and circumstances of each State, Traan I n at o
and, indeed, the means of enforcing interna- few moments. I should like to asso-
tional obligations - exhibit a very different ciate Lithuania wih the work so courage-
aspect according to the different continents ously undertaken by the firt Disarmament
concerned. Conference. That work constitutes the

greatest effort that humanity has yet made
The system of regional agreements, more- greatest effort that humanit has yet made

over is not in our opinion, such that it after the recent ordeals it has experienced;over, is not, in our opinion, such that it ^ 
caot be carried out within the framework and it is an attempt to realise the ideal ofcannot be carried out within the framework

of a general Convention, provided that the peace.
existing draft is given the necessary flexi- During its long history, the Lithuanian
bility to enable it to be adapted to the widely nation has registered military triumphs;
varying circumstances existing in the world. but it has also sustained defeats, which
The greater the allowance made for this had the effect of eliminating Lithuania from
in the Convention, the greater will be its the map of Europe for long years. When,
prospect of becoming actually and in practice thanks to the courage of her sons, she became
world-wide, always provided that it is not a State once more after the Great War, she
crippled by reservations. had to suffer the consequences of aggression

In these circumstances, Chile is now on the part of some of her better-armed
prepared to contemplate the examination, neighbours; so that, as you will understand,
not only of the limitation but also of the the whole Lithuanian nation cordially wel-
reduction of armaments, though, indeed, cored this Conference and earnestly desires
judged by current standards, her military it success.
forces- the budgetary expenditure on which It is true that my country's armaments
has just been appreciably reduced--are count for little in the general balance of
very small. world armaments, and she is prepared still

As regards naval armaments, I agree further to reduce them as further progress
with Dr. Bosch, the delegate of the Argentine, is made in the organisation of peace on the
that we should try to find practical and posi- solid foundations of right and justice. Our
tive solutions which will bring us nearer armaments do not constitute any danger or
our ideal, and for this purpose should at threat to peace; and though we should like
least consider the possibility of accepting to see the means of military action reduced
undertakings not to acquire or build capital and limited in all countries, this is not
ships of a definitely aggressive character. because we regard the disarming of our

The hour is drawing near for the commis- neighbours as a guarantee of our own
sions to begin their work. There we shall security, but because, in our opinion, it will
examine in the most sympathetic spirit appreciably shorten the path which mankind
the practical effect to be given to the ideas still has to tread in order to attain the ideal
embodied in the proposals which have been of peace.
made at the Conference. My delegation In view of the obvious disproportion
will give its cordial support to all the pro- between the material forces of the small
posals which duly respect treaties, shun States and those of the big States, it cannot
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be a matter of much importance to the of all these ideas that I venture to express
small States how far their neighbours, the hope that the defects in the Covenant
which have very different resources from will be made good, and that the Covenant
themselves, reduce their armaments. Even will be brought into harmony with the
if total disarmament were realised, it would Paris Pact, as suggested by the spokesman
not be an absolute guarantee against aggres- of the Lithuanian delegation in his speech
sion by larger countries, in view of the during the ninth Assembly.
material and physical preponderance of the As a country which has herself been the
latter. Small States like Lithuania consider victim of a policy of faits accomplis, Lithua-
that their security can be ensured and their nia will welcome any attempt to preclude
territorial integrity guaranteed only by the in the future a repetition of the cases with
triumph of right over might. which you are all acquainted, and which

The reduction of armaments and the still claim the attention of international
abolition of certain methods of warfare bodies, and in particular any attempt to
from which the civil population would copel a State guilty of an international
primarily suffer should, in our opinion, be offence to sake good the harm it has caused,
accompanied by an appreciable strengthening by force of arms, to the victim of its
of the legal machinery for governing inter- aggression.
national relations. The ideal of disarmament and the organi-

sation of peace can be attained only in an
In our opinion, it is not sufficient to do atmosphere of reciprocal confidence and

away with this or that category of guns; through the consciousness of the solidarity
to forbid the use of poison gases or to of all peoples.
internationalise aviation; respect for School education and instruction, and
treaties must also be guaranteed, and especially the Press, whose duty it is to
compulsory arbitration and international form public opinion and not to offer threats
justice must leave no room in future for the or disseminate hatred, can do much to raise
use of force. the level of international morals; and that

The rapidity and means of action of the is the essential prerequisite for the state of
international bodies, and in particular of mind which we call moral disarmament.
the Council of the League, must of course May I say in conclusion that the Lithua-
be increased. The settlement of interna- nian delegation will support any effort made
tional disputes -not only those which may by the Conference to restrict means of
occur in the future but also those which have warfare, strengthen justice and secure the
for years been poisoning the relations good understanding between the nations
between certain nations - must be effected on which peace depends.
on lines of right and equity. It is in the light (The Conference rose at 11.40 a.m.)

SIXTEENTH PLENARY MEETING

Tuesday, February 23rd, 1932, at 10.30 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. speakers have authoritatively dealt with the
32. CONTINUATION OF THE G ENERAL IsCUSSION. , matter from the political, philosophic, eco-32. CONTINUATION oF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. nomic and social aspects. No one can be inSpeeches by M. Matos (Guatemala), M.calane (VeneuelMat atala) M. Cost els doubt as to the intentions and feelings of

(Bolivia) and M. Restrepo (Colombia). the delegations, which have met in such
_____________ solemn circumstances in response to the

imperious call of all the peoples and to
32. - COINTIN UATION OF 1TH E QGENERAL ^ fulfil a duty which is, for all the Members of

DISCUSSION. the League, a contractual obligation.

The President. - M. Matos, delegate of I simply wish, relying on your goodwill,
Guatemala, will address the Conference. to remind some and to tell others that there

already exists one Convention for the
M. Matos (Guatemala): limitation of armaments. That Convention
Translation : In coming to this platform, may, taking duly into account the propor-

it is not my intention to prolong this tions and the relativity of things human,
interesting debate by making a speech on claim to be one of the first practical, if
the general problem of the limitation and modest, efforts to achieve the object of this
reduction of armaments. Distinguished assembly. The agreement to which I refer
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is in force, having been ratified by the reports are to be exchanged every six
contracting parties and, on the principle of months for such time as the Convention
tacit renewal, may be prolonged indefinitely. may remain in force.

In other words, the problems now exercis-
The statements we have heard from the ing us here at Geneva have already been

beginning of the Conference prove also that explored by the five States of Central
unanimous agreement can be reached on America, and the practical results obtained
certain points. With goodwill, therefore, have given full satisfaction. Scrupulous
and a sense of justice based on the desire observation of the Convention by the
to meet legitimate needs and common signatory States has, indeed, created an
aspirations, we may hope to succeed in atmosphere of mutual confidence, backed
solving, stage by stage, the great problems up, as is not unnatural, by a feeling of
the solution of which is to bring about the fraternity and solidarity. I have no hesita-
final establishment of organised peace and tion in assuring you that from now on all
order in the future. danger of war between Central American

States has ceased to exist, and we have
On February 7th, 1923, the five Republics little fear that the future will cause us any

of Central America concluded a Conven- uneasiness on that score. Central America,
tion for the limitation of armaments and moreover, is surrounded by friendly States
for the adoption of certain humanitarian whose reliability and good faith we have
principles. The Convention contains ten had ample proof.
articles, of which five are fundamental in Such is the modest contribution of my
character. country to the work which has brought us

The contra g p s ft p m here. We will not overestimate its scope.
The contracting parties first proclaim 4 i •

that it is their desire and in their interest Fully alive to the realities of the inter-
that their future military policy should be national situation and aware of the merely
inspired solely by the requirements of relative significance of what we have our-

internal order; taking into consideration, see accomplishedour onl desire ito
therefore, the respective population, area, emphasise our sincerity and the real faith
length of frontiers and various other factors coud yu wish of hat betten proof
of military importance, they have fixed the could you wish the keen sympathy with
figures for the army and national guard of which areflwingthe work of thi
each country, and those figures may be Conference, which, let us hope, will mark theeach country, and those figures may be
exceeded only in case of civil war or invasion beginning of a new era in the history of

mankind . Now, at this tense moment ofby another State. The necessary cadres, manxind a Now, at ths ense moment of
according to the military organisation of anxiety and distress, the world is looking
the individual State, are rexcluded from hopefully for its salvation to the assembled
theis limitation as are police exforces. wisdom and sense of justice of the men who

this limitation, a are police orcehave met here at Geneva.
The Convention then expressly prohibits Nor is our interest in this Conference

the exportation - and even the permission entirely free from a certain anxiety in regard
to export - from one Republic to another, to our own legitimate interests, a fact which
of arms, munitions or war material of any you will readily understand if you remember
description. None of the contracting parties the economic links between States and
may possess more than a limited number their interdependence which have created,
of military aeroplanes. They may not as part of our collective existence, a funda-
purchase warships, except armed coastguard mental sense of the solidarity of nations.
vessels, which are not regarded as coming The Government of Guatemala accepts,
within that category. An exception to this as a basis for discussion, the draft Conven-
prohibition is laid down in the case of civil tion framed by the Preparatory Commission,
war or a threat of war by a foreign State, and regards the French proposals as a very
when the right of legitimate defence will important means of arriving at practical
have no other limitation than is provided results and of strengthening at the same time
for in existing treaties. the power and authority of the League.

The contracting parties consider the use The President. - M. Escalante, delegate
of asphyxiating gases, poisons or like sub- of Venezuela, will address the Conference.
stances, and of liquids possessing similar
properties, to be inconsistent with humani-alante (Venezuela)
tarian principles and the rules of international
law, and bind themselves, under the Conven- Translation: Venezuela's participation
tion, to refrain from using such substances in the work of this Conference is explained
in war time. by her sense of duty and by a desire

reflected in her traditions. We wish to be
Lastly, within six months of the entry faithful to our obligations under Article 8

into force of the Convention, each of the of the League Covenant and to our own
contracting States must communicate to history. From the earliest days of her
the others a detailed report of the measures independence, Venezuela has given her best
adopted by its Government with a view efforts to the cause of peace and harmony
to the execution of the Convention. Such between the nations.
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Bolivar, the Liberator - and the most been, and will continue to be, the fundamen-
illustrious of her sons - was, I need hardly tal elements in the evolution of the Repub-
remind you, the first to trace the practical lies of the New World. A crisis in European
foundations for a political community of the civilisation would mean a setback for our
nations. At the Panama Congress which he own new-born civilisation.
convened in 1826 to discuss with other
States the problems of peace, he recom- Prompted by these reasons and by her
mended compulsory arbitration as the pacific tradition, Venezuela acceded to the
supreme method for the pacific settlement Covenant and for over twelve years has
of international disputes. Our Republic has fulfilled her obligations under that instru-
maintained those principles as an invariable ment and given her friendly co-operation,
rule in its relations with other countries. to the extent of her powers, in the common
Except for the fierce fight which she had task of international rapprochement and
to wage for fourteen years to gain her concord.
independence, Venezuela has not been
involved in any wars of aggression or My country comes to this Conference
conquest; all the conflicts and disputes to-day animated by the same feelings of
that have arisen during her history have been goodwill and cordial co-operation. The
solved by arbitration or by direct means problems of security and disarmament do
of conciliation. Recourse to arbitration is not affect us to the same degree a other
one of the fundamental principles of our countries, partly fo the reasons have
Constitution. just given, partly also by reason of the fact

that the question of reducing our armaments
does not arise, as these are much below the
needs of our defence. We are, however,

These pacific sentiments have always prepared to support any sincere effort that
been shared - and this is now more the case may be made to achieve the noble purpose
than ever before - by neighbouring coun- for which we are assembled here.
tries. We are on cordial terms with all the
other American nations, most of whom are The Venezuelan Government proposes to
our blood relations, while others have co-operate in the work of this Conference
espoused the same democratic ideals. A on the following lines:
growing unity of moral and material interests
is constantly bringing us closer together, We accept as the soundest basis for dis-
animated by a spirit of goodwill and mutual cussion the draft Convention framed by the
co-operation. Wars of aggression are out- Preparatory Commission, with certain reser-
lawed on our continent, and disarmament vations which we shall state, if necessary,
problems either do not exist or are very when the various articles are examined.
much simplified on that account. We specially desire that all the States

concerned should be represented in rotation
and in an equitable manner on the Perma-

This special situation explains why our nent Disarmament Commission, andthat
conception of security is somewhat different should be entrusted with
from that which prevails generally in other the supervision over the trade in arms,

asmmupnition end war atherial and over thecountries. Admitting, on the one hand, that amunition and war material and over the
universal security is to-day an imperative private manufacture of arms. Venezuela
necessity for the reconstruction of a world Convention
convulsed by various crises, we believe, onthe relating to the supervision over trade in
other, that such an ideal will take time and arms, and is prepared to participate in any
be difficult to realise, or can be attained agreement or convention relating to private
only by stages by means of a series of manufacture.
partial agreements which would supplement
one another, resulting in the establishment My Government will accept the limitation
of general peace on practical and permanent of its armaments, for a specific period,
foundations. on the basis of the minimum requirements

for the maintenance of internal peace in its
territory, for purposes of national defence
and for the discharge of its international

This does not mean that my country has obligations. The Venezuelan delegation will
in the past desired, or now desires, to stand in due course inform the technical Commis-
aloof from the grave events taking place in sions of the limit of armaments which we
other continents. To seek the protection would undertake not to exceed during the
of one's own roof when imminent dangers period that may be fixed by the Convention.
threaten many members of the international
community would be pure egoism or blind We also accept the method of budgetary
lack of foresight. We must regard the fate limitation.
of Europe in particular as of direct concern
to us. Europe is the mother of the American The prohibition of poison gases and bacte-
nations, the cradle of our ancestors, the riological methods in warfare was accepted
glorious soil which produced and still by Venezuela in 1928, when she ratified the
produces the men and ideas which have Protocol relating to that question. We shall
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give a favourable reception to proposals for sion as to the objects of this Conference or
the abolition of so-called aggressive weapons its real scope; it knows, on the contrary,
and the application of effective measures that the Conference can, and must, represent
for the protection of the civilian population. a solemn attestation of that solidarity

The Venezuelan delegation will also exa- which becomes imperative with the realisa-
mine in the most favourable spirit the various tion of impending misfortunes which are,
proposals that have already been submitted alas, only too possible.
to the Bureau of the Conference. The
methods recommended in those proposals
may vary; but they all contain valuable Bolivia, which was destined in the mind of
ideas and are an important contribution to her creator to maintain a harmonious
the work pursued with equal fervour by all balance between eastern and western Latin
the countries represented here - namely, the America - it has even been said that if she
realisation of peace by legal means. A had not existed it would have been neces-
general agreement would therefore be simply sary to create her - Bolivia, I say, has not
the logical outcome of these various excel- et fulfilled her destiny; I might almost say
lent suggestions. she has missed it.

Having stated our modest point of view,
I have only a few words to add. Believing With no outlet to the sea on the west
that the voice of the smaller countries can 
be usefully heard on this occasion, Venezuela and drid on th tsta ie
joins with them in addressing a sincere andg, her historic, natural and established
urgent appeal to those who hold in their right to which deed, she forms n theheart of the South-American continent anhands the success or failure of this Con-immense nucleus whose vital forces have
ference. Let us hope that it will not prove hihero lacked direc means of expansion.
a failure or yield only mediocre results.
The task, we know, is a difficult one and
the road to be travelled is long, but we also Thu, thrust far inland and deprived of the
know that the moment is propitious in view salutary influence of currents of migration,
of the goodwill of the principal Powers and of despite her undeniable riches, despite the
the unanimous desire of all the otherthe unanimous desire of a the other tenacity and determination of her sons, she
countries concerned. In the hour of crisis not yet contributed her full measure, or
through which we are passing it may truly had an opportunity of co-operating, as is
be said: now is the time to act, to-morrow her right and as, indeed, she must, in the
may be too late. progress of the continent of which she forms

The President. - M. Costa du Rels, de- a part. But, on the other hand - and this I
The Presdet. M. Costa du els, dele-proclaim with melancholy pride - she has

gate of Bolivia, will address the Conference. crificed to the ideal of peace vast portions

M. Costa du Rels (Bolivia): of the territorial heritage which she received
when she became a free nation. One glance

Translation: It will perhaps seem super- at the map reveals the full significance of
fluous, after the speeches we have heard that statement. I need only add that the
from eminent statesmen, who have to bear original area of the country was 3,000,000
the constantly increasing responsibilities square kilometres and that it is now only
of their office, that the representative of an 1,335,000. Those figures speak, for them-
oversea country with limited interests should selves and I need say no more.
raise his voice in this assembly.

If it were merely a question of discussing
the quantity or quality of armaments, of At the same time, this policy of peace and
assessing this or that war potential, conciliation must not be taken as reflecting
obviously the only nations which could any undue tendency towards renunciation
usefully be heard here are those upon whom or abandonment. Relying upon her right,
it is incumbent, in conformity with Article 8 Bolivia will never relax her efforts to find
of the Covenant, to limit and reduce their suitable means for the pacific settlement of
military strength and thus bring us nearer the problems which concern her, guided by
to the realisation of one of humanity's the principles of American law, such as the
ideals. Uti possidentis juris of 1810, which is at the

But apart from technical questions, the basis of all the territorial disputes of the
political aspects of which vary from conti- South American nations. She trusts that her
nent to continent, this Conference cannot voice will awaken elsewhere as loyal and
ignore the moral aspect of the problems now sincere an echo, and to that end my Govern-
awaiting solution. Spiritual forces have ment has voluntarily framed and laid before
always stood before material forces. That the Government of Paraguay a pact of
truth has become almost a truism in the non-aggression. That instrument is now
light of experience; but apart from these before a joint commission sitting at Washing-
questions, we must direct the spiritual forces ton under the auspices of the United States
towards the single aim we have in view - Government and of the other American
the maintenance of world peace. nations. Despite profound divergence of

My country, in sending its representatives views, we still hope that this pact will
to Geneva, is not under any misapprehen- succeed in order that, pending a final
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settlement of the dispute, an interval of Nevertheless, I shall be told, the League of
peace and tranquillity may, like the night, Nations affords possibilities of understanding
bring counsel. and even solutions. But it perhaps provides

only texts intended to be means and means
The paradoxical situation of Bolivia, intended to be remedies. Up to the present,

unique, perhaps,in the whole world, compels us unfortunately, these have only been interpre-
more than any other country to think of our ted and applied timidly and circumspectly.
security. In view of our position, which is Timidity and circumspection are no doubt
entirely exceptional, we have not the means qualities but they are no more than secon-
of defence - as I shall show at the proper dary qualities, and for that reason, if
time and place - required by our geographi- energetic means were at ay time employed
cal position. Our army is so small in they run the risk of becoming inoperative
comparison with the length of our frontiers because they came too late. For the good
that we might be said to be disarmed. understanding between peoples and for the
Consequently, I ask both you and myself the harmonising of often conflicting interests,
question : Is the position of a State, enclosed something more incisive is needed, and
as we are, always dependent for everything above all, a clear, precise and frank sense of
on our neighbours - is our position compa- realities.
tible with security, equity and prudence ? In the absence of solutions which it is for
Can such a State look to the future with the Great Powers to propose, I have ventured
calmness, when all around it States more to lay before you a few quite simple ideas
favourably situated are in a position to in an objective spirit which is not perhaps
subject it to supervision not to say without its merits. The Bolivian delegationsubject it to supervision -- not to say
constraint - alike in the political and in the will therefore count it a great honour to
economic and moral spheres? So strikingly support any agreement which, within the
anomalous a state of affairs must undoubt- limits of the draft Convention, takes into
edly be taken into account, for security account geographical inequalities and the
cannot be organised on stable and just bases, exceptional conditions of our own country
unless it is fully realised that that security in regard to armaments.
may be a prelude to genuine disarmament. The general discussion is drawing to a

close. It was opened by the distinguished
representative of Great Britain, a country

I said not long ago, and I am anxious which has no frontiers. It is about to be
to-day to repeat what I said, that our closed, or nearly so, by the representative
rights begin where our fears begin, and our of Bolivia, a country which has only too
rights are limited only by the respect we many frontiers. May this striking contrast
owe to the rights of others. The relatively prove a presage of sound and equitable
disarmed condition in which we find our- solutions, for the secret of wisdom lies in
selves creates a feeling of insecurity and the happy mean.
uneasiness. Material means may be lacking; With this idea I will conclude by quoting
but men's minds may at any moment be the words of a certain famous author:
taking arms unconsciously by harbouring " To do sound and lasting work, let us pool
resentment. What are we to conclude? whatever is best in our resources."
Does security consist only in the possession
of a powerful army? Most certainly not. The President. - M. Restrepo, delegate of
Security thus regarded would be no more Colombia, will address the Conference.
than a somewhat primitive, rather rash
and archaic form of the age-old spirit of M. Restrepo (Colombia):
egoism. True security- and this is mynstion: I do not bring to this
point - is to be found in solidarity; and in t oo platform, on behalf of the country I havesaying this I have especially in mind Latin country
America, where all the nations are sistere - a countrynations. iar ale ca po e t s which from the point of view of militarynations. Solidarity alone can provide the
means of correcting the errors of the past. preparedness is one of the least ambitiousin America - either concrete proposals in

regard to the problem of disarmament or
As M. Tardieu said in a speech which was detailed suggestions for the reduction and

a masterpiece of clearness and frankness: limitation of armaments. That task is
"International contracts are like private already in good hands. Nor do I propose to
contracts: they take account of circum- stigmatise the horrors of war or to sing
stances and. . . their clauses are based paeans in praise of peace, the source of
on them ". Time, the great regulator, plenty and of joy in the heart of man. All
sooner or later exerts its healing influence that has been done already, most eloquently
on past events and on the attitude of men and authoritatively, by the distinguished
towards them. It is this inexorable - and representatives of the Great Powers and of
salutary - process of evolution that under- other countries whose position is similar to
lies the necessity for the amicable readjust- my own. All proclaimed their agreement on
ments that are at the basis of spiritual one fundamental idea ; all made declarations
disarmament; for let us remember that it which, issuing forth from this hall, are
is not a rifle or a gun that has the longest pervading the whole world from pole to
range, but a sad memory. pole. They have told the whole civilised
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world that this august assembly is preparing by strengthening the systems and the
to decree the cessation of the state of agreements calculated to guarantee the
conflict, moral and material, which has security of nations and the stable organisa-
hitherto prevailed among men, and, achiev- tion of peace. In this connection, my Govern-
ing what all builders of political constitu- ment's attention has been particularly
tions have always held to be impossible, directed towards the proposals submitted
will lay the foundations of the solid edifice to the Conference by the French delegation.
that is to shelter all races and all nations In its opinion, those proposals constitute
under the rule of right and freedom. one of the most encouraging events that

have marked the beginning of our work.

I should like to say, however, that the
delegation of my country is carefully study-
ing the various proposals submitted by the To speak of judicial methods as the only
nations taking part in this tournament of norm applicable to international relations
chevaliers sans peutr et sans reproche, in which is to enunciate the line of conduct and of law
those alone will be vanquished who conceal which my country has adopted from the
their weapons, and their secret intention of outset of its existence as an independent
using them to contravene the obligations nation. All the questions at issue between us
they have undertaken and the promises and neighbouring States, and between us and
they have made to the League. other nations, have been settled either by

arbitration or by other legal or friendly
be methods. It was Colombia, or, to be precise,

We must hope that this will not-be the Greater Colombia, which, through the voice
case at this Conference, to which States have of her first President, the liberaorBolivr,
come in good faith, pledged in word and in was the initiator of arbitration in South
honour. This time the cards are laid on the America. She embodied it in the first public
table, as was said, I believe, by Mr. Gibson, treaties signed by her at the beginning of the
the representative of the United States of past century. Here, at Geneva, she has
America, in the Preparatory Commission. acceded to all the pacts, agreements and
Naturally, neither he nor I mean to suggest recommendations which have been drawn
that any nation represented here will enter- up by the League of Nations to bring about
tain, even remotely, a thought which is the friendly settlement of differences between
dishonourable, or make any statement other- States, including the Optional Clause of the
wise than in full sincerity. Statute of the Court, instituting compulsory

arbitration for the settlement of interna-
If such an idea has been mooted by the tional disputes.

sceptic or by the man in the street, in the
alleged light of experience, born of repeated
disappointment, let us fervently hope that, My country has no enemies nor even
on this supreme occasion, his mistrust may adversaries. It has never gone to war except
be allayed and his pyrrhonism confuted by to establish for itself and its sister coun-
hard facts. Those who claim to know all tries in Latin America political institutions
because they deny all, and those who attack worthy of modern nations and ensuring their
what is probable because what is improbable freedom, independence and sovereignty. In
needs no defence, deliberately adopt a very order to enjoy such advantages, we fought
convenient but hardly a creditable attitude. for fifteen years against the armies of Spain,
For the feet of those who lie in ambush to-day our friend and always our mother-
encounter fewer pebbles and fewer thorns Spain, the noble conqueror, coloniser and
than those who travel barefoot, illumined civiliser. Our fathers refused to be always
by faith, towards a distant but none the less subject to the will of individuals. They
tangible and glorious ideal. preferred to obey law as the expression of the

national will, stern though that law might
Colombia, for her part, is prepared to make be, because it was equal for all, and because

her modest but sincere contribution to the even when it struck hard, those who had
common effort for the success of this Confe- freely accepted it felt a secret solace at the
rence, and will vote for any of the measures thought.
under consideration which are likely to
achieve the aims that have brought us
together. She attaches the greatest impor- Thus, free and independent, endowed
tance to the high-minded and stimulating with a fundamentally democratic constitu-
proposals submitted by Great Britain and tion, under Governments representative of
France, by Italy and the Soviet Union, by all parties and responsible before the law
Germany and Spain, by the United States and before Parliament, administering justice
of America and the Argentine, and by the with scrupulous exactitude and constantly
other countries whose representatives have improving the administration, Colombia has
preceded me on this platform. She views succeeded in establishing a reign of peace
with particular sympathy the proposals that has lasted for an uninterrupted period
which should give disarmament a solid of thirty years - thirty years during which
and effective basis by developing judicial not a shot has been fired in our territory,
methods for the settlement of disputes and and the challenge: " Who goes there? " has
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never once been heard at the gates of our us their full support. But I can assure you
barracks. You have all seen the documents that no initiative, no plan of action, of all
concerning the military forces of our country those that have had their origin and have
which the League Secretariat distributed at taken root in this famed and hospitable city
the opening of the Conference. The figures of Geneva, has been so wholeheartedly
are really lost in the mass of statistics we welcomed by the Colombian people, or
have received here. awakened such hope in its heart, as the

Colombia is one of the founders of the work we are doing to-day, work the ultimate
League, of which the world is proud to-day. triumph of which is our most cherished
She answered the call when it came, and she aspiration.
has always remained at her post, scrupu- I desire to express my most earnest
lously fulfilling her duties. Public opinion hopes for disarmament, for the reduction
in our country has followed with growing and limitation of armaments, and for the
interest every movement, every proposal, prosperity of peaceful nations.
every project set in being by the League
organs and affiliated associations for the (The Conference rose at 12.10 p.m.)
welfare, progress and security of all nations
of the world, not excepting the nations
which for various reasons have not yet given

SEVENTEENTH PLENARY MEETING

Wednesday, February 24th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. If there are no observations, I shall
consider that the Conference approves the

33. SUSPENSION OF THE CONFERENCE FOR THE proposal of the Bureau.
EASTER RECESS.

Proposal of the Bureau. IThe proposal was adopted.

34. COMPILATION, IN A FORM SUITABLE FOR EXAMINA- 34. - COMPILATION, IN A FORM SUIT-
TION, OF THE PROPOSALS MADE BY DELEGA- ABLE FOR EXAMINATION, OF THE
TIONS DURING THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. PROPOSALS MADE BY DELEGA-
Communication to the Delegations of the TIONS DURING THE GENERAL DIS-

Collection of Documents prepared by the
Secretariat: Proposal of the Bureau. CUSSION: COMMUNICATION TO THE

DELEGATIONS OF THE COLLECTION
35. PROGRAMMIE OF OR OF THE CONFERENCE F DOCUMENTS PREPARED BY THE

AND CONSTITUTION OF COMMISSIONS.
SECRETARIAT: PROPOSAL OF THEDraft Resolution proposed by the Bureau. SEREARAT PA 
BUREAU.

36. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION.

Speeches by Husein Aziz Khan (Afghani- The President. - The Bureau pro es
stan), M. Kurti (Albania), M. Michala-
kopoulos (Greece) and M. Garay (Panama). to the Conference that it should be decided

to communicate to all delegations the
37. CLOSE OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. collection of documents prepared by the

Speech by the President. Secretariat which have been placed at the
disposal of the Bureau. These documents
are as follows:

33. - SUSPENSION OF THE WORK OF
THE CONFERENCE FOR THE (a) Survey of proposals made by various
EASTER RECESS: PROPOSAL OF delegations during the general discussion
THE BUREAU. (Conf. D./Bureau 2);

The President. - The Bureau met yester- (b) Extracts from speeches made
day afternoon and adopted a certain number during the general discussion by various
of proposals, of which the first is as follows : delegations (Conf.D.93);

The Bureau considered the question of
the Easter recess and decided to propose (c) Proposals laid before the Confer-
to the Conference that its work should be ence by the delegations in the course of
suspended from March 19th to April 4th. the general discussion.
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Such delegations as may wish to include Husein Aziz Khan Afghanistan). -
any texts, amendments or additions in the I have not much to add, from a general point
final edition of this collection of documents of view, to the important speeches already
are requested to communicate them to the delivered from this platform by the eminent
Secretariat within twenty-four hours. speakers of various countries.

The proposal of the Bureau was adopted. Sie Afghanistan took no part in the

work of the Preparatory Commission, I
should like to express in a few words the

35. - PROGRAMME OF WORK OF THE general point of view of the country which
CONFERENCE AND CONSTITUTION I have the honour to represent here.
OF COMMISSIONS: DRAFT RESOLU-
TION PROPOSED BY THE BUREAU. It is with a spirit of good will and fervent

hope that my country is participating in

The President. - As regards the t he Con- international efforts for disarmament.
ference's order of work and the constitu- We fully agree with the view expressed by

tion of new commissions, the Bureau decided the President in his interesting spech, that
ICthe world wants disarmament, the world

to propose the adoption of the following "the world wants disarmament, the world
draft resolution, the text of which has needs disarmament ", and we believe also

already been distributed to the delegations that the proposals submitted to the Con-
through the Journal of the Conference and ference will, without doubt, lead to the
which is contained in document Conf.D.96: fulfilment of its high task.

The Conference, The Afghan delegation is prepared to
give its full support to the proposals sub-

Approving the proposals of the Bureau mitted by almost all the delegations with a
on the action to be taken in regard to the view to the complete suppression of certain
plans and proposals which have been placed categories of weapons which are considered
before it: inhuman on account of their excessively

aggressive and destructive character.
1. Decides to transmit to the General

Commission these plans and proposals, ascomplete agreement with the opinion
well as the draft Convention (with annexes) several delegations, we should strongly

of several delegations, we should strongly
prepacred by the Prepasratory Commisio, favour the complete abolition of bombing
which may serve as framework for the aircraft. Bombardment from the air, as

wor of the Conference. well as the means of chemical and bacterio-

2. Requests the General Commission to logical warfare, must be entirely prohibited
proceed to a preliminary study of and to populations should be kept safe from such
co-ordinate the said plans and proposals terrible danger.
and the draft Convention.

Among the proposals submitted to the
3. Decides that, without prejudice to Conference, we think that those recently

the Rules of Procedure, the General Com- presented by the German delegation are
mission shall be authorised to constitute, as worthy of special consideration.
and when the need arises, such Commission,
sub-commissions or committees as it may The Afghan delegation is of opinion that
consider desirable, and in particular the every step that the Conference may take
land, naval, air and national expenditure toward the limitation and reduction of
Commissions. armaments will bring great benefit to

Such Commissions, sub-commissions or mankind. The Afghan Government is there-
committees will report to the General Corn- fore willing to study attentively all proposals
mission on the matters which it refers to that serve the cause of disarmament.
them.

Allow me now to refer to the particular

If there are no observations, I shall take conditions of my country.
it that the resolution is adopted by the
Conference, and action will be taken Afghanistan is situated at the crossing-

~~~accordingly.~~ |point of the main historical roads of Central
Asia; she is therefore in a special situation

The draft resolution was adopted. which cannot be compared with the situation
of any other country. After the Great War,
she regained her complete independence. Her

36 CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL only aim to-day is to develop herself in full
DIS CUSS'PPHNJATION. OF ~HE:B~NEALsecurity within her national frontiers, to

work in perfect tranquillity, in order to
achieve rapid progress along the path of civili-

The President. - Husein Aziz Khan, sation, and to be a good element of order
delegate of Afghanistan, will address the and peace in Central Asia, under the leader-
Conference. ship of her august Sovereign.
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Faithful to this ideal, Afghanistan, proud but benefit humanity by safeguarding peace
of her independence and territorial integrity, and furthering co-operation among the
believes herself in duty bound to respect peoples.
fully the legitimate rights of her neighbours. Inspired by this sentiment, my Govern-
According to these principles, our programme ment will gladly offer its sincere, if modest,
consists in organising a purely defensive force contribution to the work of the Conference
capable of ensuring internal order and the and will associate itself wholeheartedly
national defence which our history shows to with all acts and decisions calculated tobe necessary. make the principle of disarmament a reality,

which will bring relief to all those who haveAfter the proclamation of its indepen- at heart the ideal of the brotherhood of
dence, our country had only a very short nations and of world order through world
time to develop itself, during which some peace.
regrettable events happened, so that it had
not even the possibility of setting up a The President. - M. Michalakopoulos,
military organisation for the purpose of delegate of Greece, will address the Con-
national defence. ference.

I entertain a sure hope that the Conference M. Mihalakopoulos (Greece) 
will take these particular conditions of my Translation : The position of a speaker
country into due consideration. whom the play of circumstances has placed

among the last to address you in this generalI am confident that the Conference, which discussion gives him an advantage and atis undoubtedly a faithful interpreter of the the same time presents him with a diffi-
desire for peace felt by all nations, will culty. The advantage is that he has had
succeed in fulfilling its high task and will open an opportunity of learning valuable lessonsto mankind a new era of mutual understand- during the earlier stages of the debate.
ing, peace and fraternity. In this convic- Different views have been advanced withtion, allow me to express the sincerest equal frankness and with the same desire
wishes of the Afghan nation for the full to achieve our present purpose. By studying
success of this Conference. them in an unbiased spirit, it is possible to

form some idea of what is realisable. But,
in addition to this advantage, the last

The President. - M. Kurti, delegate of speakers encounter one difficulty: they run
Albania, will address the Conference. the risk, in submitting their conclusions,

of undertaking a task which may be beyond
their powers and out of proportion to the

M. Kurti (Albania): international position of their country.
I shall try to avoid dwelling on general

considerations, feeling as I do, like the
Translation : The country which I repre- majority of the speakers who have preceded

sent here is a small country which, from me, that detailed discussions on the juri-the beginning of its era of liberty and in- dical aspects of the question are not the
dependence won after age-long struggles best means of arriving at a practical solution
to preserve the national characteristics of the difficult problem now before us. " Weand language -was destined to suffer all are disarmed ", some say; "you must
the horrors of the world war, having become, disarm in turn." " We are ready to disarm ",
despite her neutrality, a field of battle for the others reply, " but it is only reasonable
the belligerents. It is for this reason that, that we should first have certain guarantees
from the outset, the Albanian Government of security."
and people welcomed with heartfelt enthu- Those are two distinct points of view,
siasm the noble impulse which led to the but they are not so divergent as might be
inclusion in the Covenant of the principle thought at first glance. Whatever the
of the disarmament of the nations as the formula adopted, whatever the procedure
first real step towards the safeguarding of decided upon, one fact is beyond dispute
peace. to-day : the peoples want to disarm.

The painful lessons of the past, the crush-
The Royal Government, consistently ing burden of debts ncurred in the course

desirous of living in harmony with all States, of the world war, the world-wide economic
and with Albania's neighbours in particular, blizzard and, finally, the spectre of yet
has gladly acceded to all the instruments another catastrophe make disarmament
concluded by the League of Nations in its imperative; that has been brought home to
pursuit of a new order, in which might is the peoples once and for all.
replaced by right and justice. Anxious as If, in order to achieve our purpose, itwe are to continue the work for order and is necessary to allay certain apprehensions,
peace so that we may devote ourselves to to dispel a certain mistrust I do not see
the economic and social development of our why we should not try to do so. Who can
country, we earnestly hope that the present deny that the guarantees of security ensuing
Conference may achieve its avowed object - from the Covenant and the other interna-
an achievement which, so we think, cannot tional agreements are inadequate as a
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means of safeguarding world peace? A com- 40,000 tons, or little more than half the
mendable attempt to strengthen and sup- 1919 tonnage. May I add that the Greek
plement those guarantees was made in 1924; navy, which had enjoyed supremacy in the
and, although it did not succeed then, Egean Sea ever since Greece secured her
there is no reason why it should not be tried independence, has courageously come into
again. That is why Greece, while accepting line with the new political situation, this
the draft Convention as a basis for the status of supremacy having been loyally
work of the Conference, regards the proposals replaced by a cordial agreement with our
put forward by the head of the French eastern neighbour, which practically estab-
delegation as deserving of the closest lishes equilibrium between the naval forces
attention. of the two States bordering on the AEgean

My country's contribution to the work Sea.
of peace is perhaps very slight whenviewed As regards the air force, we are passing
from a material standpoint, but I make through a period of organisation which has
bold to assert that, from a moral stand- not yet yielded its full results; but I may
point, it is at least equal to that of any mention here that, long before M. Tardieu
other Power. Greece is proud to have in put forward his proposals, M. Venizelos, in
M. Venizelos one of the great minds which the course of conversations that took place
drafted the Covenant of the League. She in Greece with the services concerned with
feels that she may claim some share in the questions of disarmament, had already
honour shown to my distinguished friend suggested the idea of inte nationalising the
and collaborator, M. Nicolas Politis, who air forces of the different countries-a
was entrusted with important duties scheme in which Greece would be prepared
throughout the preparatory work for this to accord her full co-operation.
Conference. In the Greek budget, national defence

It was the fate of the Greek nation to expenditure is decreasing every year. Five
emerge from the world war in the guise years ago, it was two and a half thousand
both of a victorious and of a vanquished million drachmae, and it has now fallen to
Power, and this has possibly enabled her 1,640 millions, representing an annual total
to appreciate more fully the merits of the of only 250 drachmae- about 16 gold
contentions advanced on different sides. francs - per head of the population.
Among the victors in 1918, and still victo- Such in general outline is Greece's contri-
rious in 1919 and 1920 in the eastern con- bution towards disarmament.
flict which followed the Great War, Greece Greece has been no less active in the
was destined later to suffer a reverse. She matter of security. She has acceded to the
was obliged to withdraw from very extensive optional clause of Article 36 of the Statute
territories in which she had deployed her of the Permanent Court o; International
army over a front of several hundred Justice and to the General Act of Arbitra-
kilometres, and was deprived of the major tion. She has, lurthermore, concluded
portion of her war material. Regarding treaties of friendship and arbitration with
the renewal of that material as a secondary most of the States with which she is in
consideration, she preferred to face the close touch, among such treaties being
financial difficulties which confronted her those successively concluded with Roumania,
and the immense demographic and social Italy, Yugoslavia and Turkey, which are of
problems resulting from the war. Her special importance from the standpoint of
efforts subsequently to reduce her arma- good understanding and mutual condidence.
ments are particularly meritorious by reason But it is to moral disarmament that
of the fact that she has very extensive Greece has turned her chief attention.
land and sea frontiers, and of the further Eminent speakers who have addressed you
fact that her agricultural and industrial from this platform have rightly described
resources are comparatively small and afford moral disarmament as the very essence of
her only a very limited war potential. security and the soundest basis for material

On land, she has reduced her effectives disarmament. Greece has made moral
from fifteen divisions of three regiments disarmament the pivot of her foreign policy.
each to twelve divisions of two regiments "No treaties, no pacts of friendship, until
- a reduction of nearly one-half in the every pernicious germ of discord that might
number of her units. The period of military one day destroy their effectiveness has been
service - formerly two years - was reduced finally eradicated." That has been her
to eighteen months, the system of unlimited consistent policy. We wanted to make
leave reducing it further to fourteen months. sure, whenever we appended our signature

On sea, she has abandoned the building to an instrument, that we could count on
of capital ships. She has adopted a new that instrument to safeguard the future.
naval programme, by which her two battle- Greece, for her part, does not despair of
ships, each of 12,542 tons standard, have seeing the complete triumph of this pro-
been replaced by a light fleet of an aggregate gramme of moral disarmament. For, over
tonnage of about 15,000 tons, so that the and above her duty as a member of the
Greek fleet, which totalled 65,000 tons community of nations, she feels that she is
after the war, will, on the completion of following a noble and ancient tradition.
this programme, spaced out over a fairly One of the most authoritative speakers in
long period of years, comprise only about this assembly referred in his speech to the
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Pax Romana. That peace and the domina- the invitation to be present, it is because we
tion which produced it had not in any way do not wish to adopt an egoistic attitude.
effaced the lessons of classical culture. We desire, on the contrary, to associate our-
Another peace, less powerful materially but selves with the nations which have come
richer in its spiritual standards, had governed here determined to follow the path of disar-
the country which then represented the mament - a policy resolutely adopted by
civilised world. It was the peace of my country long ago.
Amphictyoniai. At Dodona, Delphi and We are glad that a series of "circum-
Delos, that sacred triptych of peace and stances "- in the words of the Covenant 
fraternity of the Greek cities, there had that is, of favourable circumstances, has
welled up for the first time in the history enabled our Republic to adhere to its strict
of the nations the divine spring in which regime of complete voluntary disarmament;
mankind, athirst for justice and peace, but we do not deem it a special virtue on
continually seeks to assuage its longing. our part, for we have no desire to pose as
May this ideal inspire us all, that we may an example for those older, more powerful
ensure a happier future for the generations and more advanced nations which have
that come after us ! to cope with circumstances the complexity

and gravity of which we readily admit.
Having carried her disarmament to theThe President. - M. Garay, delegate of uttermost limit, and convinced as she is

Panama, will address the Conference. that anything done by this Conference
will still fall short of the restrictions and

M. Garay (Panama): prohibitions which Panama has imposed
upon herself, my country's sole object in

Translation The Republic which I intervening in the present discussions
have the honour to represent at this Con- will be to accede in advance to any idea that
ference has been disarmed since 1904- may hope to be accepted unanimously or
that is, for the last twenty-eight years. by a majority sufficiently large to make
It is completely disarmed, not in virtue of it possible to attain practical results;
the provisions of peace treaties or of we shall do our best also to conciliate the
Conventions concluded between Powers divergent views of the delegations by
anxious to preserve continental equilibrium, providing, if need be, a common basis of
but by its own free, spontaneous and agreement.
sovereign will. My countrymen have never given any

This is not the first occasion on which I consideration to the idea of compulsory
have made this statement at Geneva; military service. We recruit our Govern-
I did so n 1924, at the fifth Assembly of ment forces by voluntary enlistment, and
the League of Nations, and I repeated my the fire brigades in our big towns - which
statement on this very platform last Sep- are as numerous as the Government forces
tember during the twelfth Assembly. - form a voluntary unpaid corps, which

When we decided, twenty-eight years is not directly under the Gove2nment,
ago, to give up our small army and to retain no budgetary provision being made for it,
only a national police force for the main- except in the case of a few permanent
tenance of public order and internal security, units. A notable feature of these five
we did not thereby neglect the interests brigades is that they form a training-ground
of national defence, as I shall have occasion in democracy, patriotism and unselfishness,
to explain, but we settled at the outset two where young men of high and low degree
problems of capital importance, the first rub elbows regardless of class. They form
economic and the second political in a kind of auxiliary police force for the
character. maintenance of internal order, whenever

From an economic standpoint, the saving the Government forces are despatched to
in our budget of army appropriations the frontier to safeguard external security.
enabled us to devote those additional sums That was why I said that the needs of
to the promotion of education, the welfare national defence had not been overlooked
of our native tribes and the institution of a in our system of security.
vast programme of public works covering As regards the country's "geographical
thousands of kilometres of roads and rail- situation"-one of the factors which,
ways and rural public health undertakings according to Article 8 of the Covenant,
which it would have been impossible to must be taken into account in connection
finance otherwise. with the reduction and limitation of arma-

From a political standpoint, we put a ments - it would not be quite true to say
stop to the tendency of the military that we have solved that formidable
element to acquire supremacy at the expense problem by our own unaided efforts.
of the civil element in the Government, Situated as she is at the crossways of the
which we regarded as deplorable for the great sea routes in an unparalleled posi-
welfare of our democratic institutions. tion for the canalisation of world communi-

We thus settled for ourselves, and that cations, transit, commerce and economic
most radically, the problems with which currents, Panama would not have escaped
this Conference has to deal, and if now the perils of foreign ambition and cupidity,
the Republic of Panama has responded to had not first Colombia, as territorial
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sovereign, and later Panama, as her suc- land, is developing cannot be compared
cessor, looked abroad for the strength and with the conditions obtaining in the Euro-
resources necessary to guarantee the posses- pean countries, where the density of the
sion and opening up of the territory. population, the excessively worked soil and

Remember that the Isthmus of Panama, the age-long inheritance of historic quarrels

the old Castilla del Oro conquered by the and animosities that may break out on the

Spaniards, was for the three centuries of slightest provocation make the disarmament

the colonial period the constant prey of problem, or even the more modest problem
pirates, whose exploits have left their traces of the limitation and reduction of arma-

in our old ports and in land cities. ments, a kind of blind alley.

Spanish dominion in the Isthmus came
to an end with our separation from the The Armaments Year-Book, published by

mother country in 1821 and our simultaneous the League for 1932 and distributed to us,

incorporation in the Greater Colombia of contains certain information concerning my

Bolivar, which was later superseded by the country which is not quite accurate. The

sovereignty of Colombia until 1903. Some number of officers and men in our police

idea of the powerful interests that have force is given as 756 - the same as in

continuously gravitated around a country 1928 - whereas this figure has been

destined one day to establish contact between increased to 1230, to keep pace with the

the Atlantic and the Pacific may be gathered development of the country and its increas-

from the treaties concluded during that ing requirements.
period between New Granada and the
United States of America (the Mallarino- I understand that in the statistical tables
Biddlack Treaty of 1846) and between the relating to the land forces of the various
United States and Great Britain (the countries, prepared by the Conference's
Clayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850 and the experts, the police and gendarmerie are
Hay-Pauncefote Treaty of 1901), and from included in formations organised ona
the numerous concessions and extensions military basis I trust however that
concluded between Colombia and the Con- tere will be no quantitative reduction or
pagnie unierselle du Cacnal interoceanique reduction en bloc likely to endanger the
from 1876 to 1902. The secession of Panama internal security of a State or its normal
from Colombia and the proclamation of development. Otherwise, my country would
Panama as an independent Republic in 1903 be obliged to reserve her freedom of action
were immediately followed by the signature this respect.
of the Hay-Bunau-Varilla Convention,
between the United States of America and
the Republic of Panama, under which the Passing from land to naval forces, I feel

United States guarantee and undertake it my duty to mention that we have a
to maintain the political independence of guardship of very low tonnage, the Pan-
the Republic of Panama. |quiawo, which was formerly used for

That treaty, which created common liaison work and for opening up civilisation
That treaty, which to the native tribes. It is to-day anchored

interest on our territory between the United in the Gativ in Lae on the Panama Canal
States of America and my own country, with only two guards on board.
inspired us with such confidence in our
external security that we had no hesita-
tion, several months later, in disbanding Our air forces consist of only three

our army on the conditions previously aeroplanes used for a joint postal and police

agreed upon. service.
While I have no desire to express an

opinion on the old controversy as to the We do not possess any official or private
priority of security or disarmament, I may arms factories. The trade in arms is sub-

say that, for my own country, security was jected to strict control. As we do not pro-

an essential and preliminary condition of duce arms, we could not subscribe to a
disarmament. prohibition which would prevent us from

Our guarantees of political independence obtaining from abroad the material needed

were further strengthened by the League to meet the requirements of our forces.

Covenant which we signed. Article 10
has such great moral and legal significance With our extreme confidence or optimism,
for us that we have always refused to make the profound sense of our own security and
or to countenance any change in it. May I the impossibility of the world embarking
venture to remind M. Ala, the Persian at this stage on a war like that which broke
representative, that in the battle which was out in 1914, we are sometimes surprised at
fought over Article 10 during the 1923 what we find. When we hear talk of ren-
session of the Assembly, the Panama delegate dering war more humane and reforming the
received from his Government strict and laws of war, we cannot help feeling astonish-
formal instructions to stand firm ? ment. Surely we have out-awed war, have

I quite realise that the conditions in branded it as a crime, renounced it as an
which a new country like the Republic of instrument of national policy and under-
Panama, with its immense areas of virgin taken to have recourse only to pacific means
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of settling international disputes! Yet we tion on its exceptional geographical situa-
still speak of war and its laws. Ought we tion, standing as it does at the point where
not rather to speak of laws against war ? two potent civilisations - the Latin and

the Anglo-Saxon - meet and supplement
We consider that the measures designed one another. It also counts on that factor

to prevent aggression and territorial occupa- which is doing so much to bring peoples
tion should be rendered more effective in and nations nearer together - the inter-
future, and we also consider it desirable that oceanic Canal, the great bond of union
a suggestion made in the Preparatory which a friendly Power has carried across
Commission should be examined : it relates our soil -to bring about the world triumph
to recourse to economic pressure and finan- of the ideal of peaceful progress. To
cial assistance, not only to put an end to that ideal my country has readily paid
conflicts which have already arisen (as tribute; but peace demands of the great
provided for in Article 16 of the Covenant), nations assembled here an even greater
but also, and especially, to prevent such contribution, one which they will, I am
conflicts, sure, grant willingly, not as a sacrifice

-- for it is not a sacrifice -- but in the
In my country we sometimes look back interest of their own salvation and as a

twenty-eight years and ask ourselves means of establishing on an organised basis
whether our disarmament regime has given the new order of things which has already
us satisfaction or not. Our answer is always dawned.
ready and always in the affirmative.
Nothing which has happened during the last
twenty-eight years has led us to regret
abolishing our army. On the contrary, we 37. - CLOSE OF THE GENERAL DIS-
are convinced that, if we had not abolished CUSSION.
it when we did, the position to-day would be
exactly the same except that we should
simply have wasted millions and millions The President. - We have now concluded
of money. our general discussion, and I trust that no

delegation will consider it inappropriate if,
Having exhausted the direct method of as President, I address a few observations

limiting armaments, we have directed our to the Conference at this stage.
attention and our efforts towards the
indirect method- that is to say, towards the Altogether we have had some fifty
legal organisation of security. To that end speeches and, if I may say so, the discussion
we ratified the optional clause provided for throughout has been of a very high oder.
in Article 36 of the Statute of the Permanent The speeches have been charactersed by a
Court of International Justice, which pro- spirit of hopefulness and a determination
vides for compulsory arbitration on a basis of to find he greatest amount of comon
reciprocity, and we have just signed the ground. Convincing proof of this is found in
General Convention for strengthen Secretariat has prepared,
Means of prevention f ing the and which will shortly be circulated to the

delegations. Facts have been stated, difficul-
This system represents for us to-day the ties have been appreciated, proposals have

necessa y condition for disarmament. It been tabled, but all in such a spirit as to
spans distance; it crosses frontiers; it warrant our going forward to a detailed
operates equally with our neighbours and examination of the many-sided problem of
with the antipodes. It establishes between disarmament in the confident belief that this
the most distant peoples a whole system of Conference will yield practical and even
links-links of justice, law and equality which far-reaching results.
only international bad faith can weaken Te d o t U S 
or destroy. We should be false to ourselves America said in his eleoquent speech, that
as a small State if we did not invariably ia sa n eloent eec t
place law and justice above every other his was a Confernce not only of Govern-
consideration. But we place on a level no men but also ofpeoples. That is pro-
less high than the juridical method the foundly true. During these opening weeks
indirect method of moral disarmament, for we have received evidence that no Con-
we fully appreciate the vast social field in erence has ever before aroused such wide-
which it operates, and certainly have much spread hopes and expectations.
to learn from it and much to gain by it. Two weeks ago there came to us repre-

Whether this Conference is a new peace sentatives of the organised women, of the
conference or not is a point on which I Christian Churches, of the workers, of the
shall certainly avoid giving an opinion, peace-lovers and of the students of the
It is abundantly clear that peace -- in the world. There was one other cls wich had
fullest sense - prompts all our efforts and no spokesman, but to which, above all
is the inspiring force behind our suggestions. others, the result of our work will be

important. I mean the children of the world.
My country has dreamt of being some day We have been repeatedly reminded during

in the distant future a centre of civilisation the discussion that the Great War cost us
and peace. It bases this half-formed aspira- millions of men's lives, but we must not
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forget that many more millions of children's war, but we know too that the destruction
lives were sacrificed behind the fighting of the next war, if it should happen, would
lines, sacrificed ruthlessly and relentlessly be greater still.
to slow starvation with all its consequences 
-tuberculosis, rickets, paralysis of the While our discussions have been going
vital forces. quietly forward, the telegrams we have

received from the Far East have given us a
vivid picture of what modern armaments
can do. They have shown us the terrible
character of the problem with which we have

I have recently had called to my attention to deal, and the grave responsibilities which
investigations made by the Save the Chil- rest upon us.
dren International Union into the suffering It is, I am certain, with these things in
and the degradation imposed upon children mind that every delegation which has spoken

by the lat great war. I have so before me has recognised, not only that modern arma-
an appeal by a great writer of my country, ments are far more dangerous and destruc-
Mr. John Galsworthy, that we here should tive than those with which we ended the
bear in mind the facts which this investiga- war only twelve years ago, but also
tion brought to light. "Let the Conference our present armaments ae on far
remember ", says Mr. Galsworthy, "that, great ascale
however far from their thoughts it be that
children should suffer, war will inevitably I note- and the fact is important -
outrage and destroy them. Verily the that no single speaker has been content with
health, moral welfare and lives of millions the measure of armament reduction which
of children, generation by generation, depend his own nation may have been able inde-
on how far the Conference can succeed in its pendently to carry through. That means
efforts to rescue the future from the head- that there is no one here who does not desire
strong follies of the present and the bitter that, provided we can reach agreement
cruelties, wastage and degradations of the about methods and conditions, our present
past." preparations for war should be drastically

reduced.

It has also been generally recognised
that the reduction and limitation of arma-

If we look back over the last two ments not only constitutes an important and
weeks' discussion, I believe we ought to an urgent problem in itself, but that it has
find new hope that we shall be worthy of this also a direct and an indirect bearing on the
task for the coming generations. Let me present political and economic crisis.
briefly summarise what I think are the main T c o 
features of our remarkable debate. I do so e complexity of the problem with which
in the hope of showing that wide agreement we have to deal has been fully recognised,
already exists on certain fundamental prin- but, as the difficulties have in past years
ciples which will dominate all our work. I been stressed from every point of view, it
believe I can also show that many delega- has been all the more gratifying to note in
tions are ready to give to these principles our discussions that all parties have shown
practical application on many points of not only willingness but an ardent desire to
great importance. overcome those difficulties. For, as I said

before, every speaker has insisted on the
necessity of reaching practical results, even
at the cost of their giving up some special
claims for attaining immediately something

The general discussion has revealed to us which, from their point of view, would be the
all the existence, on the one hand, of a ideal solution.
common desire - I might even say a reso- The value of the preparatory work done by
lute determination - to secure the g es the Preatestparatory Commission and other organs
possible measure of success in the solu- of the League has also been fully recognised.
tion of the problems with which we have to No fundamental objection has been raised
deal. It has revealed also-and it need not against utilising the draft Convention,
surprise us--that a great variety of methods however deficient it may seem to certain
are favourably regarded by the various delegations, as a framework for the discus-
delegations. It is significant that, in spite of sions of the Conference. Already, at the
the adverse circumstances under which our present stage, a series of important proposals
work began, the declarations made by have been made with a view to improv ng
almost all the delegations have created a the Convention and enlarging its scope.
more hopeful atmosphere. Moreover, during This applies to the chapters on land, naval
the course of the debate I have observed that and air armaments, as well as on chemical
every delegation has come to the Conference warfare and on the general provisions of the
animated by a keen realisation of what draft Convention.
another war would mean. We who remember
it have too good reason to know how great The principle of an effective limitation of
was the destruction produced by the last national armaments and the establishment of
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an efficient supervision may be regarded as It has been recognised that, whatever
definitely accepted. As regards the amount measure of reduction will be contained in the
of reduction at which we should aim, it is Convention which is to be the outcome of
perhaps too early yet to try to express any our work, those results should only be
general tendency in the Conference. considered as a first step. No objection has

been raised to the principle of a permanent
The necessity of prohibiting, or in any case organisation which will supervise the proper

limiting or regulating, the use of certain functioning of the system of reduction and
arms which are deemed particularly offen- limitation of armaments and prepare the
sive in character has been generally accepted. way for further progress.

I reminded you in my opening speech
that no agenda had been drawn up for theIt has been recognised that modern arma-that no agenda had been drawn up for thement development has bgiven to weapons Conference, but that our general aim wasment development has given to weapons 

of attack a definite predominance over explicit in Article 8 of the Covenant; and I
appealed to the delegations to put forwardweapons of defence. That predominance not appealed to the delegations to put forward

only accounts for the greater destructiveness their suggestions and proposalsan appealwhich has been responded to in the mostof any future war, but has a deep political wi a n n t in t t
significance because it makes easier success- g g 
ful aggression which it is the purpose of the The task of the Conference, as it appears to
Covenant and the Pact of Paris to prevent. me at the end of the general discussion,

looms very large. Not only has the question
of the control of the manufacture of and

It has therefore, I think, been unani- international trade in arms and ammunition,
mously agreed, as one of our guiding prin- which by the Covenant itself is considered as
ciples, that the community of nations should closely connected with the general problem
take effective steps to deal with the problem of reduction and limitation, been put defi-
so created, and that means must be found nitely before us; but the whole problem of
to reduce the dangers which the so-called security and the organisation of the inter-
weapons of aggression now create. To this national community in the interests of
end most important proposals have been peace has been set out very clearly as 
made both as regards land armaments (tanks corollary to disarmament. The Conference
and big guns), naval armaments (capital has, however, reason to be grateful to the
ships, aircraft-carriers and submarines) and French and other delegations for the clear
air armaments. Particular attention has and concrete form of the proposals which
been paid to the last category, which they laid before us at the very outset of our
includes the newest and perhaps the most discussions, all of which must be examined
blindly destructive weapons. by the General Commission.

We have had proposals for the inmportance which the various delega-
tionalisation of civil aviation, for the tions attach to the different elements of our
abolition of military aviation (as a whole work varies considerably, as was to be ex-
or in part) and for the placing of an air force pected, in view of the varying geographical,
at the disposal of the League of Nations. political and other circumstances of the
This problem will no doubt, both from a different countries, to which the Covenant
political and from a technical point of view, expressly refers.
be one of the most important which the i 
Conference has to solve. exists for the achievement of practical

results. Even in the most opposing state-
Chemical and bacteriological warfare have ments a helpful element is found, a certain

met with universal condemnation, and pro- identity of views which allows us to look
posals have been put forward according forward with confidence to the outcome of
to which not only their use in war-time but the Conference. Our work has been begun
their preparation in peace-time should be in an excellent spirit, but it should be
effectively prohibited. remembered that only the very first begin-

ning has been effected. The work of the
General Commission and of the various

On these points I think it can be said that technical commissions will be long and diffi-
the opinion has prevailed that this suppres- cult. A considerable amount of energy and
sion must not be on paper only. It would patience is required on the part of all those
indeed be a tragic thing if, the right of who are called upon to participate in this
war having been renounced by the Pact of work directly or indirectly.
Paris, this Conference should now settle
down to make the rules by which future war In conclusion, may I say that in this brief
should be conducted. Suppression of these summary I have not even mentioned, let
aggressive methods of war must be real and alone recalled in detail, all the different
complete. It must be by the abolition of the suggestions with which we shall have to deal
weapons themselves and by the effective in the various commissions we shall set up,
ending of all preparations for conducting but I have said enough to justify my state-
warfare by such means. ment that this opening debate should give
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us real hope and confidence for our work Governments with strong general support.
ahead. I should mislead you if I let you
think that we should not have grave difficul- Now that the general discussion is closed,
ties to overcome; that we shall have such diffi- the Conference will not meet again until
culties, both technical and political, we may such times as the Bureau considers it
be sure. But we know now that we shall necessary that it should reassemble.
start, in every department of our work, from
the basis of bold, practical and constructive
proposals put forward by responsible (The Conference rose at 12.30 p.m.)

EIGHTEENTH PLENARY MEETING

Saturday, July 23rd, 1932, at 11.55 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. the text adopted by the General Commission
with regard to the truce, and I think it of

38. RENEWAL FOR A PERIOD OF FOUR MONTHS FROM such importance that the vote will be taken
NOVEMBER lST, 1932, OF THE ARMAMENTS by roll-call.
-TRUCE.

The vote was taken by roll-call.
Resolution proposed by the General he vote was take b roll-cll.

Commission. There voted in favour of the resolution:
39. CONCLUSION OF THE FIRST PHASE OF THE Afghanistan, Union of South Africa, Albania,

CONFERENCE. Argentine Republic, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, United Kingdom,
Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia,Denmark, Dominican Repub-

38. - RENEWAL FOR A PERIOD OF lic, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hejaz, Hungary, India, Irish Free

FOUR IQMONITHS FROM NOVEMB[ER State, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania,
1st, 1932, OF THE ARMAMENTS Luxemburg, Mexico, Netherlands, New
TRUCE: RESOLUTION PROPOSED Zealand, Norway, Panama, Persia, Poland,
BY THE GENERAL COMMISSION. Portugal, Roumania, Siam, Spain, Sweden,

Switzerland, Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United States of America, and

The President. - At its twenty-sixth Yugoslavia.
meeting held this morning, the General
Commission adopted a resolution containing, Abstained from votng: China.
among other things, a chapter on the The resolution was adopted by :19 votes,
Armaments Truce, which reads as follows: with one abstention.

",In order to ensure that, pending Husein Aziz Khan (Afghanistan):
the resumption of the meetings of the Translation: I voted in favour of this
General Commission and during the second resolution, but, as the Afghan Government
phase of its work, no steps shall be was not represented here last year, all that
initiated by any Power which might I can do is to inform it of this recom-
prejudice the preparation of the General mendation.
Disarmament Convention, the Conference
decides to recommend to the Governments M. Ansari (Persia):
to renew for a period of four months Translation: I vote for the resolution,
from November 1st, 1932, the truce subject to the explanations which the
provided for by the resolution of the Persian delegation gave when the Italian
Assembly of the League of Nations of proposal was put forward in the Assembly.
September 29th, 1931. "

39. - CONCLUSION OF THE FIRST
The General Commission, having adopted PHASE OF THE CONFERENCE.

the whole text of the resolution, decided
to submit to this Conference the chapter M. Herriot (France):
on the truce, in view of the immediate Translation: May I ask your permission
action it requires on the part of the Confer- to extend, on behalf of you all, the thanks
ence. I will therefore now put to the vote of the Conference to our President,
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Mr. Henderson. He is no doubt entitled human patience in face of the demands
to the individual thanks of every one of which most of us have made upon them.
us, but, as he himself told us just now As regards our interpreters, perhaps the
in the General Commission, he has received best course would be to follow the methods
so many letters, telegrams and post-cards of the Preparatory Commission and " leave
that he will certainly be grateful to me for a blank" where you may all fill in your
addressing to him a single message. own adjectives. I could not undertake

He has conducted our work throughout adequately to express our admiration for
with impartiality, patience and kindliness. the; no matter how genuinely we than
He even pushed his heroism to the pitch them, I oubt if even we realie how much
of offering to work with us at night, but we owe them how far the progress of
we preferred to pursue our work in the light our work is due to their facility, to their
of day as a symbol- -or at all events a faithful translation of our thoughts and

hope of what the iternational poliy of emphasis, as well as their faithful translation
the future is to be. of our words.

Though he has not always succeeded in I am confident that none of us will wish
disarming the speakers, of whom I was to leave Geneva without recording our
one, he has at all events continually disarmed very genuine debt of gratitude to all these
ill-humour, which was always possible; friends who have borne so large a part
he has brought calm and tranquillity into of our burden.
our debates. I should like, then, to offer
to our good shepherd a tribute of respect
and affection from his peaceful flock.

M. Benes (Czechoslovakia), Rapporteur :
Translation: I am touched by Sir John

Sir John Simon (United Kingdom). - Simon's kind reference to myself. I regard
May I again take the liberty of occupying it as evidence that I have succeeded in
your attention for one moment only and satisfying my colleagues, at all events in
express the hope that I, too, may on this part. That is the greatest satisfaction I
occasion speak for you all. I ask you to could have, and I can assure you that
join me in rendering homage to our ad- I will endeavour to do better still in future.
mirable Bapporteur, whose modesty has
caused him at this moment, for the first
time, to be absent from his usual place.
We thank him for his devotion, for his

patience, for his ingenuity his he Secretary-General. -- Mr. President,
pcortes.n for h hs inge uity ad most to I have to thank you and the Conference,courtesy. He has done his utmost to
keep us together on the right road, and, and, particularly r. Gibson for his kind
whatever the methods he has employed, words about the work of the Secretariat.kieeps together onfthewords about the work of the Secretariat.
swhatever the methods he has employedIIt has been a happiness to us to do what
he has never resorted to any offensive b iness to to do 

before he has discharged hs task. We to speak, and I am going to follow that
r61e. I hesitate to sm y vnything more ,thank him for the effort which he has rle. I hesitate to say anything more,

made on behalf of us a in bringing u s to because I should add to the burden of the
our conclusiobanoualibn to-day. interpreters, whose qualities I am very

grateful that you have so warmly acknow-
I have, during the last six months, from ledged, I think they are one of the glories

time to time, inflicted on you some long of the Secretariat and I too thank them
speeches. Let me earn your approbation by for my part.
making a short one, for Dr. Beneo' praise
is in all our mouths. I take the liberty of
saying to him in your name that we thank
our Rapporteur very much indeed. The President. - May I express to

M. Herriot my very high appreciation of
the manner in which he proposed the vote

Mr. Gibson (United States of America).- of thanks to the President. I was parti-
I should like very briefly to associate myself cularly pleased with his reference to the
with the words of thanks expressed by impartiality of the Chair, the more so
M. Herriot and Sir John Simon to our because a member of his own Parliament,
President and tRapporteur, words which on one occasion in a debate, said that he
have so faithfully reflected the views of objected to Mr. Henderson being President,
us all. and added that he could not be impartial

I feel that I, too, shall truly reflect the because he was in favour of disarmament!
feelings of the Conference in expressing Be that as it may, that opinion evidently
our deep sense of gratitude to the members has not prejudiced the mind of the French
of the Secretariat. I confess that, with Prime Minister, and I thank him and
each succeeding day of our work, I have you all for the way you have supported
felt a growing admiration for the splendid me during the meetings of the Commission
way in which they have carried out their and the Bureau held in the course of the
task, and even more for their really super- past six months.
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I could not close this meeting without occasions. I hope it will always be my
expressing my very high appreciation of good fortune to have the valuable help
the assistance I have received from the that has been mine during the whole of
Vice-Presidents, the Rapporteur, and the this phase of the Conference.
Secretary-General with his staff, and The meeting is now closed. I trust we
especially the head of the Disarmament may all come together again to begin the
Section -M. Aghnides. Only the person second phase of our work.
who presides over any Conference held
under the auspices of the League can have (The Conference rose at 12.20 p.m.)
that true sense of the value of the organisa-
tion that is behind the Chair on such
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ANNEX.

VERBATIM RECORD OF THE EXTRAORDINARY PLENARY MEETING

Saturday, February 6th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

For the purpose of receiving Petitions and Hearing the Representatives of National
and International Organisations.

President: The Right Honourable A. IIENDERSON.

The President. - In my opening speech, Petition from the Church of Scotland,
I alluded to the many manifestations of supported by more than two hundred thou-
the interest of public opinion in the problem sand signatures.
of disarmament which I had received in Telegram from the Confederation ofthe form of petitions, requests for inter- iIntellectual Workers in France numberingviews, etc., before the opening of the one hundred and ninety thousand.
(^nerence. ^one hundred and ninety thousand.Conference.

Telegram communicating to me a petition
The Secretariat and myself have also in favour of a decided reduction in arma-

received a very considerable number of ments on land, on sea and in the air, signed
telegrams, letters, resolutions, etc., of sup- by one hundred and seventy-three thousand
port and goodwill from many countries, and men and women of Japan.
emanating from conferences, organisations
- religious, political, social- and indivi- Resolution passed at the Ninth Annual
dual men and women. Congress of the Confederation of Authors

(known as the "P.E.N. Club "), which
It is obviously impossible for me to read includes distinguished writers of forty-five

all these communications to the Conference, centres in thirty-four countries, among
or even to give a summary, however brief, them being nearly all the leading poets and
of the messages which they contain. authors in the world.

But it is right for me, by calling attention At a conference attended by many men
to some of these communications, to inform whose names are known throughout the
the Conference of the very striking evidence world, they urged upon us that, by reducing
which they give of the universal desire of armaments, we should take the first step
the peoples of the world that our work shall towards abolishing war, which, in their
succeed: view, destroys the supreme moral and

spiritual welfare of mankind.
Telegram from the Secretary-General of

the International Co-operative Alliance: Telegrams from the students of Upsala
"At its meeting at Strasburg during the University and from many other schools
present week, the Alliance decided to send and universities throughout the world.
its strongest declaration, in the name of A considerable number of letters and
seventy million co-operative families in telegrams from churches in France, in my
forty-four countries, in favour of universal own country and elsewhere.
peace and the complete success of the Dis-
armament Conference " Telegram from the Archbishop of Mel-

bourne, in Australia, informing me that a
Resolution adopted by the Eastern Coun- great inter-church gathering in Melbourne

cil of the (Ecumenical Methodist Conference, Town Hall expressed its strongest sympathy
representing a world-wide community of with the aims of the Conference.
about fifty millions, which urges upon the .
Disarmament Conference the overwhelming Sm messages from the Young Liberals
importance of a successful issue and which of Amsterdam; from branches of the
calls upon it to " resolve upon a thorough- Women's Co-operative Guild in many places
going policy of disarmament alike in respectn rance, Great Britain and other countries 
of land, sea and air forces " from Rotary Clubs in the United States and

throughout Latin America; from branches
Telegram from the Secretary-General of of the Organised Workers throughout the

the Extraordinary Congress of the Trade world; from a joint religious meeting in
Union Commission of Belgium representing New York; and also from a variety of
the wishes of five hundred and fifty thou- sources in Holland, Italy, Czechoslovakia,
sand organised workers in that country. Bulgaria, and other countries.
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In view of the great importance which the territories, not from hostile neighbours,
Conference attaches to the support of public but from the relentless hand of Nature;
opinion in the difficult task which is before by a people worthy of emulation in the
it, it decided, as an exceptional measure, development of its democratic institutions,
to give representatives of various interna- the splendid upgrowth of its system of
tional organisations the possibility of appear- popular instruction and popular education,
ing before the Conference at an extra- its vast and well-directed work of coloni-
ordinary meeting, in order to lay before sation, and its unceasing efforts for the
it the text of the petitions adopted by their organisation of peace; by a people it is
organisations and to indicate the points to impossible not to admire for its industry,
which they attach particular importance. for the care and probity with which it

It is quite clear that, owing to the very conducts public and private business -
limited time at our disposal in which to to hear such a proclamation by such a people,
prepare this meeting to-day, it would have I repeat, will hearten all the members of this
been impossible to notify all the organisa- Conference throughout the arduous task
tions which might otherwise have wished that awaits them.
to be represented. The fact that this demonstration by the

Thanks to the Rules of Procedure adopted Netherlands, culminating to-day in the
by the Conference a few days ago, their presentation to the President of the Disar-
petitions will, however, not be forgotten, mament Conference of the impressive
but will be brought to the attention of document which I have the honour to
the delegates through the Journal of the submit to you, was launched on the initiative
Conference. of the Netherlands Press, is, to my mind,

I think the Conference should express its a most striking proof of the benificent
great satisfaction at the fact that we have influence the Press can exert and of its
here to-day the representatives of the power to help forward the work of the
principal groups, which, for a year or more, League.
have been working to make known the The task devolving upon the Disarmament
various problems involved in Disarmament. Conference is one of infinite complexity and

In accordance with the recommendations difficulty. To reach the goal they have
of its Petitions Committee, the Conference set themselves, the men now assembled at
has laid down certain rules as to the proce- Geneva must feel themselves surrounded
dure to be followed at the present meeting. by an atmosphere of cordiality and confi-
I have since then considered, with the dence, of hope, and, above all, of under-
President of the Petitions Committee and standing sufficient to dispel all possible
with the Secretariat, the best means of elements of divisions while retaining those
carrying out the wishes of the Conference of lasting unity.
and of facilitating the proceedings of to-day. As temporary guardian of this declaration

In this connection, I am very glad to of faith and determination by the Nether-
acknowledge here the help which the repre- lands people, I feel, Mr. President, that the
sentatives of the various organisations have task to which you have pledged your efforts
given us in this task. has already been upheld by a plebiscite of

According to the recommendations of the one of the noblest peoples of Europe.
Petitions Committee, each speaker is to be The League of Nations will always
allowed a limited time, and I shall ask them remain profoundly grateful to the Nether-
strictly to observe that limitation and to lands people for this proof of its loyalty, for
confine their observations to giving support the League, however much it may be
to the text of the petitions they are criticised, will always be entitled to credit
presenting. for having been the first institution in the

M. Titulesco, in his capacity as President history of the human race to instil into the
of the last Assembly, has asked to make a minds of men this message: "Lay down
short statement. your arms; the battlefield is not the only

outlet for your heroism, nor the only means
M. Titulesco (Roumania): of affirming your devotion to the great

Translation: When acting as President causes of mankind ".
of the twelfth Assembly of the League, I 
received on its behalf, in the presence of The President.-The representatives of
M. Beelaerts van Blokland, Netherlnd the Women's Organisations will now present
Ministers for Foreign Affairs, a petition to their petitions.
which nearly two and a-half million citizens I call upon Miss Mary A. Dingman, Pre-
had spontaneously affixed their signatures, sident of the Disarmament Committee of
and which is a magnificent testimony to the the Women's International Organisations,
strength of Netherlands public opinion in to speak.
favour of disarmament. That petition I
was asked to lay before the present Miss Dingman (President of the Disarma-
Conference. ment Committee of the Women's Inter-

To hear such opinions, such convictions, national Organisations). - It is with a
proclaimed by a people great in its history, profound sense of responsibility that we
great in its victorious campaign, which it come before you to-day as the represen-
still wages day by day, of wresting new tatives of fifteen international women's
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organisations haviPg branches in fifty-six atmosphere-above the mists of suspicion
countries and with a combined membership and dread-to make the bold experiment
of some forty-five millions. of reducing the means and equipment of

war as an essential step towards the abolition
We have formed ourselves into a com- f war itself.

mittee, in order to assist by every means in
our power in organising the vast and
growing public opinion in favour of the As the messengers of vast numbers of
Conference and of the realisation of the people who would be here to speak for
world-wide cry for disarmament and themselves if they could, we declare that
security. the will of the people is for peace. We assure

you that we stand behind you in every effort
In the name of our member-organisations you are making to achieve a successful issue

throughout the world, we bring you these to this momentous Conference, that we are
petitions. We cannot regard them as a mere ready to share in the sacrifices and risks that
bundle of papers, nor indeed can we contem- may be necessary.
plate them without emotion, for they are the
expressions of an ardent desire, the appeal
of a crying need-the desire and the needof a crying need-the desire and the need That in spite of all this there are sinisterfor peace. The collection of these millions inflenes orin aait s is nt to £*~ 1^~ 1.^~ > T ITinfluences working against us is not to beof signatures has been a task calling for f fe gr c -. .--. denied. If one of the two great causes ofmuch willing and devoted labour, yet they f th or anrer nn M 1r m a ycM owar is fear, the other is greed; and, whilerepresent no more than a fraction of the 
volume of conviction of the urgent necessity fear can go far to paralyse the efforts of thevolume of conviction of the urgent necessity o g i s n for disarmament which is growing on all friends of peace, greed impels many to be

its inveterate though secret foes. The only
sides in ever greater proportions. way to resist the forces of selfishness is to

expose them. We look to you to bring all
No pains have been spared to make the such opponents into the open, for we cannot

signing of these petitions an act of deep combat shadows and whispers.
meaning and sincerity. Behind each of these
eight million names stands a living person-
ality, a human being oppressed by a great
fear, the fear of the destruction of our While the piling of armaments is a
civilisation, but also moved by a great will constant menace to the future, it is also a
for peace that cannot be ignored and must crushing burden which cripples every effort
not be denied. to escape from the economic depression of

the present and to build up again the
shattered fabric of our civilisation. EvenIt has sometimes been urged by politicians at this moment of acute crisis in every

that the world is not ready for disarmamentt more than sixty-five millions of
Here, at least, is the reply of a multitude of gold francs re being spent every twenty-
men an gold francs are being spent every twenty-men and women from all parts of the wrld four hours on preparations for war. We are
who are deltermined that nofthing shall weary of the unending sacrifices expected
further delay the fulfilment of the repeated of us for purposes of destruction; but the
pledges of Governments to carry out a leader who has the courage to demand
real, general and substantial reduction and sacrifices for constructive ends will be
limitation of armaments. enthusiastically supported. Only the peace

of the future can redeem the past and do
But that pledge to disarm does not stand justice to those who gave their lives in the

alone. It cannot too often be repeated that hope of putting an end to war.
we have given our solemn word to renounce
war as an instrument of national policy. If
that solemn promise of our Governments is
not to remain a dead letter, if we are to be A great vision has become clear to the
true to our best selves and to each other, we eyes of this generation-the vision of the
are bound in honour to seek immediately forces of humanity working together towards
another and a better way of settling our one single aim, towards a new world order
differences. It would seem almost an insult based on mutual understanding and inter-
to question the sincerity of those pledges national goodwill, instead of destroying one
but for the tragic evidence we have had another in an endless struggle for conflicting
within the last few days of the distance that rights. We look to you to bring us one step
has still to be travelled before we can nearer to the realisation of that vision of
confidently trust that they will be fulfilled. peace in our time. It is not for ourselves

alone that we plead, but for the generation
to come. To us women, as mothers, the

We are all living under the shadow of a thought of what another great war would
heavy cloud of depression and anxiety. mean for our children is the strongest

incentive impelling us to spend ourselves
The only way out is upwards. We call in the endeavour to make their lives secure

upon you, our leaders, to rise into a higher from such a disastrous fate.
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You have been chosen as delegates to this are resolved to collaborate actively in the
great Assembly by your respective Govern- cause of peace.
ments; but it is not in the name of Govern- The various resolutions signed by the
ments alone that you speak and act. You organisations in various countries which we
are responsible to the peoples of the world. have the honour to lay before this august
During these anxious weeks, while you are assembly are evidence of the determination
bringing all the power of your intellect and of the women and other Catholics whom we
judgment to bear upon the intricate pro- represent here to pursue the mission of peace
blems that are before you, the people are in a spirit of charity, the only basis on which
waiting; they are determined that a way of peace can be firmly founded, to bring about
solution must somehow be found; they are the substitution of the spiritual force of
knocking at the doors and their call must be right and justice for the physical force of
answered. They call upon you to let nothing arms, in obedience to the injunctions to be
turn you aside from the unwavering purpose found in the Pontifical documents dealing
of freeing mankind from the intolerable with this subject.
burden of preparations for war and from the That is why, believing that the simulta-
atmosphere of hatred and insecurity which neous and general reduction of armaments
those preparations engender. is indispensable if peace is to be achieved,

we adjure the delegates to the present
We do not shut our eyes to the grave Conference to realise their responsibilities

difficulties that you will have to meet, to and not to separate without having agreed
the tremendous demands that will be made to an appreciable reduction of armaments.
upon your patience, your courage and your And as, except the Lord build the house,
goodwill. But technical obstacles, however they labour in vain that build it, it is our
formidable, are not insurmountable if there earnest hope, ladies and gentlemen, that the
is a strong enough will to overcome them, Lord may be with you.
and we believe with all our hearts that The Catholic men and women on whose
there is so mighty a force of public opinion behalf we are also presenting petitions are
behind you that your efforts must not and those of Czechoslovakia and the Netherlands
will not be in vain. Catholic Peace League.

I will now present the texts of the petitions The President. - The next speaker is
which were finally adopted by our Disar- M. Miller. Secretary of the Disarmament
mament Committee of these fifteen organi- Committee of the Christian International
sations, together with the signatures country Organisations.
by country, which amount to the great M. Miuller (Secretary of the Disarmament
total of eight millions. Committee of the Christian International

Organisations) :
Besides the eight million individual signa-

tures affixed to these four texts, we have Translation: The Disarmament Com-
also received declarations, resolutions and mittee of the Christian International Orga-
petitions, signed by organisations on behalf nisations is glad to have this opportunity of
of the thousands of members represented formally presenting to the Conference for
by them, from the Argentine, Bulgaria, the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments
Uruguay, Lithuania and the Netherlands. a number of petitions and resolutions which
Many more petitions have come in since i believes represent the moral and religious
this list was completed, and these petitions convictions of its constituent bodies.
will be on view in the delegates' corridor This group numbers in its membership

to the left of the buildithe Universal Christian Council for Life and
Work, the World Alliance for International
Friendship through the Churches, the
World's Alliance of Young Men's Christian

The President. - The next speaker is Associations, the World's Young Women's
Madame Steenberghe-Engeringh, President Christian Associations, the World Student
of the International Union of- Catholic Christian Federation, the Friends' Inter-
Women's Leagues. national Service, and the International

Fellowship of Reconciliation.
We do not fail to take into account the

Madame Steenberghe-Engeringh (Presi- vast currents of religious thought and
dent of the International Union of Catholic activity that do not come within the realm
Women's Leagues): of our Committee, nor do we presume to

speak in the name of all the churches and
Translation: It is in the twofold capacity local religious groups that are affiliated to

of members of the great human family and our international organisations. We do,
of Catholics that the twenty-five million however, in a broad way, claim to represent
Catholic women, represented by fifty-four the ideals, sentiments, and common pro-
women's leagues belonging to the Inter- gramme on behalf of international peace and
national Union of Catholic Women's fellowship of most of the Churches of the
Leagues, together with the Catholic men and Protestant world, a large proportion of the
women from various countries who have Eastern Orthodox Church, the Old Catholic
asked the League to represent them here, Church, and hundreds of organisations
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connected with the life of these Churches "It therefore begs the Conference to
in every continent. bring about an effective reduction of

The disastrous effects of the war and of the armaments on land, on sea and in the
continued and, indeed, increased menace of air, in accordance with the letter and
armed conflict between nations upon the spirit of the Covenant of the League of
very structure of our civilisation have Nations."
compelled these bodies to address themselves
directly to those tremendous problems which As recently as September 1931, the
have brought you here. This has been International Council of the World Alliance
donein three ways. In the first place, deeply for International Friendship through the
convinced that, even when men and women Churches, assembled at Cambridge, Eng-
have done their utmost, they must ulti- land, asserted that:
mately depend upon divine guidance, our
organisations have considered it their first "War, considered as an institution for
duty to prepare for this Conference by the settlement of international disputes,
prayer and to surround its deliberations is incompatible with the mind and method
with this same spirit. of Christ and therefore is incompatible

In the second place, they have sought, with the mind and method of His Church.
in all continents and in almost every
country, to stimulate those educational "The International Council therefore
processes which will, on the one hand, build welcomes the fact that the League of
up an effective public opinion in the various Nations has summoned a World Dis-
nations in support of the great peace ideal armament Conference, and declares that
to which you are committed, and, on the it is the duty of all Churches to bring
other hand, will produce in the rising their utmost influence to bear upon that
generations those qualities of courage, co- Conference, so that the representatives
operation, and understanding which alone nations there assembled may know
can finally banish the spectre of war. Of that the religious and moral forces of the
these activities, however, it is impossible world demand such an international
to give any detailed account here. agreement as will bring about (1) a

substantial reduction of armaments inIn the third place, our organisations have every form, (2) the fixing of a scale forendeavoured to confront the peoples and scale for
Governments of the world with clear and the armed forces of the nations which
unequivocal statements of Christian prin- sh be equitle for all and consistent
ciple in relation to the basic issues underly- wh the a ha they have renounced
ing the heavy responsibility resting upon war a ha undertaken that any di
this Conference. I will now take the liberty putes hich my arise among them shall
of recalling certain salient passages of thee n settld e t by paific ans,
declarations, selected, on account, not so a s i o n ns is
much of their matter, as of the wide measure
of endorsement and support which they have "The International Council holds that,
received throughout the world. in the world of to-day, the Churches can

First, we have expressions of opinion countenance no other methods of settling
from innumerable individual congregations; international disputes than conciliation,
secondly from great international Church arbitration or judicial decision, and that
bodies such as the Federal Council of the the true way to the abandonment of all
Churches of Christ in America, the French instruments of war lies in the development
Protestant Church Federation, the German of a system of international justice, the
Church Federation, the Lambeth Conference, growth of mutual respect and confidence,
the National Free Church Council of Eng- and willingness to make national sacrifices
land, the Swiss Evangelical Church Council, for the common good."
the Dutch Branch of the World Alliance,
and the Churches of Tales and Monmouth- Similarly, at its recent Twentieth World's
shire. All of these have expressed, in vary- Conference held at Cleveland, Ohio, the
ing terms, the same confident hope that it World's Alliance of Young Men's Christian
may be possible to bring about immediately Associations, representing a membership of
a speedy and effective reduction in world more than one and -half million men and
armaments, such as is embodied in the fol- boys, unanimously expressed itself in the
lowing resolution adopted by the Universal foowin terms
Christian Council for Life and Work, which
is included in the petition we have the honour "Conscious of its deep responsibility
to lay before youu: in regard to the present campaign for

effective disarmament, the Conference
"The Christian Council, addressing calls upon the National Alliances to bring

itself to the Disarmament Conference, the full weight of their influence to bear
desires to convey to it a message of con- upon their respective peoples and
fidence; it knows that it will not confine Governments, with a view to securing
itself to a negative proscription of war, that the forthcoming Disarmament Con-
but will proceed to a positive organisation ference shall result in an actual and con-
of peace. siderable reduction and limitation of
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armaments in accordance with Article 8 with our religious faith and with the
of the Covenant of the League of Nations, essential standards of a sensible civilisation".
the Preamble to Part V of the Treaty of
Versailles and the official correspondence The foregoing summary of public pro-
relating thereto, and the terms of the nouncements of Christian bodies, representing
Briand-Kellogg Pact. various denominations, confessions, nations,

and races, indicates clearly that Christians

" At the same time, the Conference is all over the world are keenly aware of the
deeply concerned about the causes of momentous significance of this Conference.
fear and friction in the international There is hardly a nation represented here
situation of the present day, and, as which has not contributed to the chorus of
armaments necessarily imply a state of Christian voices which urge and demand an
fear and disharmony between peoples, equitable and universally acceptable solu-
affirms that it is a Christian duty to strive tion of the problem of armaments. Clergy
with hope towards the goal of total and laity of the Christian Churches, as well
disarmament and the elimination of the as leaders of international Christian move-
causes of fear and friction." ments, have expressed themselves in unmis-

takable language as advocates of a truly
peaceful world based on justice and law
rather than on power and violence. It is

Finally, the International Conference of natural that the different conceptions as to
the Society of Friends, held in Paris last the best way of working towards the goal
November, affirmed that: of disarmament, which it will be your duty

to harmonise, are also reflected in our midst.
Not only so, but we know too well the share

" In considering the world situation we of Christians in the sins of war and violence
are brought with special urgency at this to take up an attitude of pharisaism. We
moment to the problem of disarmament. realise the almost superhuman difficulty
Recognising that armaments are in part and complexity of your task. But while
both evidence and cause of that sense of there is diversity in our ranks about the best
fear and insecurity which is the basis of methods to adopt, there is unity among us
the present crisis, we share the conviction as to the immediate aim of our endeavour.
that their drastic reduction would go far We are all working for a world order in which
to secure the economic recovery of the the use of armaments will be both unneces-
world. For the ultimate solution of this sary and unjustifiable. And we all believe
problem, we look to the growth of the that this Conference can and must make
spirit and practice of co-operation and an important advance towards that goal.
the development of international institu-
tions, believing that, in this process, arma-
ments will become obsolete and complete As we try to see the present situation
disarmament an inevitable reality. realistically, we find that the Conference

meets in an atmosphere of widespread
uncertainty and pessimism. This pessimism

" Yet we would lay emphasis on the is unfortunately easily to be explained as a
significance of the World Conference of result of the tension between nations and
1932, when the first direct assault on the classes and now more especially of that
armaments of all nations will be made in breach of the peace which weighs so heavily
Geneva. Without immediate respite from upon all our hearts. We would, however,
the menace of future war which unre- urge that Christianity brings a message of
stricted armaments involve, without relief hope. It challenges us all, not only to face
from the spiritual and economic burdens facts, but also to discharge our responsibili-
which they impose, the healing forces of ties as those upon whose efforts the future
reconciliation and the unifying processes world order must so largely depend. Our
of international co-operation will not be faith is in a God Who leads the destinies
given a chance to lead us into that of the nations and to Whom nations, as well
condition from which all occasion for as individuals, are responsible. Is not the
war or armaments will be removed, great opportunity of which the President

spoke in his opening speech an opportunity

We therefore look to the forthcoming given by God Himself? If so, His message
Conference to disregrto us to-day is' " f ye will hear His voice,

Conference to disregard the pressure of ^ ^ notvour heart"
armament interests and to secure drastic harden not your heart
curtailment of armed preparation."

As Christians we recognise that the
possibility and success of all efforts for
disarmament depend upon the attitude of

It is, of 'course, this group which has most the nations towards each other. iMore
conspicuously and consistently expressed imporant even than a new convention on
the conviction of no small body of Christian disarmament is that inner disarmament of
opinion that " all war, and all the symbols the spirit which excludes fear and hatred
and instruments of war, are incompatible from international life. It is to this task
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that we are specially called as messengers race, creed and shade of political opinion,
of the Prince of Peace. It is to this task and comprising upwards of two million
that we would solemnly pledge ourselves students, devoted to the ideal of peace,
before this historic gathering. for which their fathers laid down their

lives;
The President. - We are now to have the

representatives of the students' organisa- "Whereas the success of the forth-
tions. The first speaker is M. Jean Dupuis, coming Disarmament Conference is abso-
representative of the Disarmament Corn- lutely essential if the world economic
mittee of International Students' Organisa- crisis is to be overcome and the dangerous
tions. race for armaments is to be stopped:

" Are convinced that the fate of theirMi. Jean Dupuis (Representative of the
Disarmament Committee of International generatn and the future of civilisation
Student' Organisations) : depend to a large extent on the results

achieved by the Disarmament Conference;
Translation: We learned with pleasure and earnestly hope that the members of

of your decision to hear this morning the this Conference, met at Geneva in
voice of public opinion direct. As for my February 1932, will not separate until
friend, the representative of the American they have rendered possible a substantial
universities, and myself, representing the limitation and reduction of armaments
great international university associations, by means of an international pact."
we are extremely grateful to you for allowing
us to occupy this platform for a few
moments, a privilege which we owe to As you see, we are convinced that it is our
your confidence and your gracious appre- duty to work for a reduction of armaments,
ciation of the action taken by our associa- because we are convinced that that means
tions in favour of the organisation of peace. working for organised peace and defending

Students, who are frequently thought an ideal, an ideal sanctified by the death
of as light-hearted and careless, have in of numberless men on numberless battle-
recent years been brought into contact with fields, who were all convinced, no matter
stern realities and have understood the from what country they came, that they
necessity of working for peace and the still were dying to end war.
more vital necessity of combined effort in
this work. On July 12th last, on the We are persuaded, too, that, thanks to
initiative of the International University the economies resulting from a general
Association for Mutual Assistance and of its reduction in armaments, we shall to some
representative, M3. Pobdrezski, our delegaes te nt succeed in mitigating the economic
decided to engage in joint action in favourcrisis, which condemns us of the present
of the present conference. These delegates generation to unemployment before we
represented more than two million students. have begun to work. Aware as you are of the
They represented the International Confe-plight of students who are faced with
deration of Students, the International the problem of earning their living, you
Student Service, the International Univer- will not be surprised that they also should
sity Federation of League of Nations Unions, be thinking of remedies capable of preventing
the Universal Federation of Christian Stu- return of the scourges which threaten us.
dents' Organisations, the International Fede- Priarily interesed as we are in he
ration of University Women, Pax Romana, intellectual relations between our respective
and the Union of Jewsah Students.and the Union of Jewish Studentscountries, we have realised the fundamental

The resolution which they adopted was importance of moral disarmament, which is
followed by immediate results -- amongst the first necessary condition of material
others, the organisation in several countries, disarmament and, like material disarma-
under the auspices of the International ment, depends upon the results of this
University Federation of League of Nations Conference. "To disarm men's minds is to
*Unions, of university meetings on a large disarm their arms" is a common saying,
scale in favour of disarmament. A Perma- and that is why we are convinced that
nent Committee was also set up to act as a the peace of the world depends to a large
liaison Committee, and has its headquarters extent on the outcome of the Conference.
at Geneva.

In November last, in Paris, when a great It is not for us to study the technicalities
disarmament demonstration was held, the of disarmament, but what we venture tosay,
delegates agreed upon a text which was to be and what we feel, is that there is a need for
the universal charter of the university this machinery and that after a truce has
associations in the cause of disarmament. been reached in the battle of conflicting
I would remind you of the principles of this views, you should agree upon a basis for
charter. They are as follows: disarmament. We know that the organisa-

tion of peace in general depends upon
" The international students' organisa- the goodwill of all, no matter whose behest

tions, representing the young people of they obey, no matter in what capacity they
the universities of the world, of every are working or what sacrifices they have
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to make. We are placing all our strength at suggested dropping voluntary training from
the disposal of pacific forces. In some the curriculum.
countries, for example, we shall find
ourselves working with teachers' associations,
in others with women's organisations, while When presented with these results by a
everywhere we desire to work with ex- deputation of thirty-nine undergraduates
servicemen's associations-with those who, from thirty-two colleges, President Hoover
better than anyone, know the true value was asked to appoint an official student
of the word " peace ". We, of the present member on the American delegation. As this
generation desire to work with them-the was deemed impractical by the Government,
generation of the trenches-so that we may the Council has sent me to Geneva as a
realise to the fullest possible extent what special representative to express its views
M. Henry de Jouvenel has so aptly described before the Conference. We deeply appre-
asthe "holy alliance of past ills and future ciate your willingness to receive this report
hopes ". of our work.

Thus, shall we - mainly thanks to you -
succeed in giving to the nations which have The Council of Christian Associations
been fighting since time immemorial, the formulated a comprehensive programme to
living, comforting realisation of what is the same end, co-operating with the World's
to-day only a hope, though a hope which Student Christian Federation, which has
we shall defend all the more resolutely directed the student peace work of many
because we realise our own weakness. countries. Small study groups, public

forums, and regional conferences were formed
throughout the United States under these
and similar auspices.

Mr. James Green (Representative of the
Intercollegiate Disarmament Council of the
United States of America).- This morning am deepy g ed tat may add 
you are receiving petitions from many of ^ esyou are receiving petitions from many of the petitions from America a special message
those who may most justifiably beseech you received yesterday from representatives of
to secure a substantial reduction of all types of undergraduate opinion in Great

presidentd oAers esof the unions, athletic
armaments. I wish to petition you on behalf Bri . These student who include a ptheright to demand the assurance of a perma- clubs and other societies from twenty-nine

universitaies and university olleges ifnent peace, based upon the principles that universities and university colleges of
security is a collective interest of the several ngland, Scotland and Wales, united i
States, that the building of peace must be petitioning their Government to stand for

eatitioni hng their Gover to earnd onlyfounded on equality of status, and that those drastic alround reduction of armanents,
instruments of war which allow rapid saying that no reduction of less than one-

obilisation for purposes of aggression quarter will meet the immediate need.
should be abolished.

In transmitting these petitions, I should
As representative of the Intercollegiate hardly be speaking with the candour of the

Disarmament Council, the Student Christian new world if I did not discuss some of the
Movement and the Peace Patriots in the questions which are constantly being
United States, as well as the Student debated in every dormitory, club and
Movement of Great Britain, may I endorse fraternity house in America and England.
the remarks of the previous speaker by We never cease to ask: Were those ten
endeavouring to express the views of the million young men, who loved life as
yong men and women of these two countries. wholeheartedly as ourselves, the victims

of an illusion when they fell to earth only

American college students organised this a few years ago ? Must the insanity known
fall an Intercollegiate Disarmament Council as war be repeated within our generation
to crystallise our sentiment through a at the cost of our lives ? Most important,
disarmamen poll, which was takenwhat is to be our answer to the Government

seventy colleges, including almost 25,000 in case of mobilisation for war ? No doubt,
undergraduates. Sixty-two per cent of the it may be considered unwise, even imperti-
voters desired the United States to begin nent, to raise these issues; yet I would be
disarming independently, while thirty per playing traitor to my cons;itueny were I to
cent favoured total disarmament on agree- remain silent. Perhaps students may rush2
ment with other States. Seventy-four in where diplomats fear to tread.
per cent of the students voting favoured
American participation in the Worcl Court;
sixty-three per cent recommended adherence After contemplating the events preceding
to the League of Nations. Eighty-one per the catastrophe of 1914, we remain
cent were opposed to compulsory military unconvinced as to the wisdom of our
training, although only thirty-eight per cent predecessors. Fourteen years after the
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armistice, the glamour and heroism of that M. Paul Dupuy (Representative of the
period fail to impress us, even when inscribed International League for the Rights of Man
in gilt on stone memorials. The swords have and Citizenship):
lost their brilliance; the helmets and shiny
buttons are tarnished. In fact, the whole Translation : The International League
glorious temple of Mars has crumbled into f the Rights of Man and Citizenship, being

shes. We respect the noble war dead;the outcome of a revolt on behalf of indi-
abu we question the judgment of those vidual freedom against the abuse of force,
responsible for their death. could not but associate itself wholeheartedly

responsible or their eawith all the efforts that have been made to
prevent that abuse in international relations.

Organised slaughter, we realise, does not Hence the 200,000 signatures collected in
settle a dispute; it merely silences an France for the petition which was sent in
argument. We insist that for violence be September 1931 to the responsible League
substituted juridical control through the of Nations authorities, to press forward the
World Court and executive action through meeting of this Conference. The signatories
the League of Nations. If we are to evolve are firmly convinced that all peoples hate
an international order out of anarchy, we war, that all are chafing at the burden of
must renounce nationalism and drastically taxation imposed upon them for the prepa-
curtail the absolute sovereignty of States. ration of war, and that when they are seized

with war psychosis the fault lies with those
who govern them.

The other speakers have much at stake; We have proof of this in the present moral
we have even more, for we are literally state of the world ; the idea of a fresh war is
fighting for our lives. I stand before you spreading, and acute anxiety is undoubtedly
as attorney for the defence, pleading for a, one of the principal factors in the world-
reprieve. It is my generation which will be wide economic crisis. It is your task to dispel
called upon to surrender all we consider that anxiety and to restore confidence to the
worth while in life in order to become targets world by a frank fulfilment of the under-
for machine-gun bullets and victims of taking inscribed in the Covenant of the
the latest poisonous gas. It is the young men League.
and women of my age who will be

dcommanded to commi suicide. It is my The Covenant, by recognising that thecommanded to commit suicide. It is myI reduction
generation which will be requested to |maintenance of peace requires a reductiongeneration which will be requested to

of national armaments, not only promises
destroy the best of human culture, perhaps of naonal armaments, not only promisesietoy ^^bx;o^ ^a culturet perhap his reduction, but solemnly proclaims at
civilisation itself, for causes which future this redutime hbt failure to reduce arma-
historians will discover to be erroneous, if the sme t me hat fareat of war. You
not utterly stupid or actually vicious. We ments woud mean a thr moment when the
have thus lost interest in being prepared for ret of a new world wr has been expresslythreat of a new world war has been expressly
cannon fodder. formulated before the Council of the League.

If ever a common effort was necessary to
fulfil that promise and remove that threat

In a sense, I am presenting an ultimatum, it is necessary to-day.
rather than a petition. The students whom
I represent are watching critically every It is no longer a case of awakening hope,
action of this Conference. For behind your as at the time of Locarno or the Paris Pact 
deliberations stands staring down at us it is a case of dispelling anxiety by removing
the spectre of Death. We desire to live and the suspicion which is felt throughout the
to live at peace. We desire to construct a world that Locarno and the Paris Pact were
world society providing freedom, equal mere shams, and the still more demoralising
opportunity and a sense of security. We suspicion that your work is a sham as well.
desire to make possible for every human There is a pledge to be honoured. To
being full development of personality in honour that pledge by a mere semblance of
terms of the highest human and spiritual armament reduction would be to recognise,
values we know. Those of us who have on the one hand that the peoples of the
retained a conception of a loving and world expect the pledge to be honoured and,
purposeful God desire to live in peace lives the other that the Governments cannot
which will reflect that concept. We are o w 
therefore petitioning you for a substantial most dangerous subterfuge. Moreover,

our civilisation in helping to prevent its
ruin.

The President. - The next speaker is Auguste Comte once said that humanity
M. Paul Dupuy, representative of the Inter- is composed more of the dead than of the
national League for the Rights of Man and living. In the rooms in which you confer,
Citizenship. you must be conscious of the presence of ten
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million dead. May their presence imbue I am not here to state the case for dis-
you with the necessary spirit to carry your armament. It would be superfluous for me
arduous task through to a successful issue. to do that, since the actual meeting of this
In the war there were realised all, and indeed Conference shows that a general agreement
more than all, the atrocities that had been exists throughout the world as to its neces-
predicted-nay, preached beforehand-by sity. My object is rather to lay before the
the teachers of a philosophy of murder; but, Conference certain proposals agreed to by
what is still more atrocious in these atro- my Federation on. which, in their view,
cities, is that they have done away with disarmament can be secured. I wish to
courage, since courage has been reduced to emphasise that what I have to put before
mere resignation, and they have paralysed you is a concrete plan, not worked out, of
all feelings of magnanimity in the souls of course, in all its details, but as precise as we
the victors. can make it in its general lines. That plan

is set forth in the resolution that accom-
Courage, alas! is dead indeed, and every panies the written version of my observa-

day factories and laboratories are working tions which is now in the hands of all
at new devices which will prevent its revival. members of the Conference.
Is the power of these devices so tremendous
that even before they are put into use it can
stop the rebirth of magnanimity ? If magna- The resolution was passed last year at
nimity is absent from your discussions, the Budapest at the annual meeting of the
evil will become incurable. Federation. It had been drawn up by an

If the Disarmament Conference merely international committee which sat at Paris
resolves itself into a clash of national egoisms in the previous spring, on which eleven
each standing up against all the rest and nations were represented, including, besides
proudly proclaiming its sanctity, then the my own country, Belgium, France, Ger-
time is at hand when no mother will bear a many, Italy, and so on. I am not going to
child, male or female, without wondering read that resolution, but I will state as
what death it will die - whether it will be shortly as I can its general purpose.
crushed under the ruins of its home or
poisoned by gas from the sky. Against such
a prospect, the members of the League for In the first place, it states the general case
the Rights of Man revolt. Is this a revolt for disarmament so far as it depends on
of fear ? If so, they are not ashamed of it; treaties, and it emphasises the danger which
they hope to spread it. May you feel that you will unquestionably be caused to peace by a,
have among you those that may be failure to discharge those obligations. There
condemned to die in the future no less than might, of course, have been added many
the all too real dead that belong to the past. reasons, as the Conference knows, including

those of an economic nature.
We know that, as it is, you are surrounded

by scepticism and raillery. To-morrow
there will be plenty of sarcasm for the Secondly, it asserts that security and
bleating flock of pacifists who are passing disarmament must go hand in hand, and it
before you to-day. But to any who mock at points out that since 1919 there has been, as
us, we need only reply, in the terrible words fr as trey obligaions are concerned, a
of Scripture : " Woe unto ye that laugh, for -great increase in international security. In
ye shall weep ". this connection, it mentions the growth in

authority and prominence of the League of
The President. - Viscount Cecil, repre- Nations, the increase of agreements to refer

sentative of the International Federation nternational disputes to arbitration, the
of League of Nations Societies will be the Locarno Treaties, the Pact of Pris, and the

next speaker. Treaty of Financial Assistance. In return for
these obligations, it urges that the time has
come for a serious reduction of armaments

Viscount Cecil (on behalf of the Interna- which might result in a reduction of world
tional Federation of League of Nations armament expenses by some twenty-five
Societies). -- am here representing the per cent.
Federation of League of Nations Societies.
These Societies belong to thirty-six countries
and have a total membership of some Thirdly, it declares that, with a further
1,500,000 persons. Certain other societies increase of security, further disarmament
have also asked me to say that they agree. might take place, and it urges a variety of
substantialiy in the policy of the Federation. measures by which the increase of that
These include several new societies like the security might be obtained. Amongst those
International Peace Council of England and measures is. included the extension of the
the National Council for the Prevention League and of arbitration treaties, the
of iWar of America and older societies like internationalisation of aviation, further
the International Peace Bureau. I must prohibition of chemical and bacteriological
add that I do not represent the British warfare, and other measures. It also
Government. . " - - recommends proposals by which the.security
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of any nation the victim of aggression shall side that there shall be built no more ships
be augmented by further provisions aimed over ten thousand tons in size. We hold
at joint action in its defence by all other that naval monsters larger than that have
Powers. If I had time, I should like to go no real reason for their existence, except
further into those questions. to fight one another. They are not the

vessels most suitable for the protection of
commerce, or indeed for any other defensive

Fourthly - and in some ways this is the operation; if there were none of them on
most important part of the resolution- it the sea, no one, as far as we can see,
lays down that equality in disarmament would be in any degree injured. Next we
between the victors and the vanquished in desire the abolition of submarines. It is
the world war should be in principle recog- sometimes said that submarines are really
nised, and that steps in that direction should defensive and that they are a great source
be taken by the present Conference. With of security to small Powers which cannot
this object it makes three definite reco- the larger warships. That argument
mendations: first, the acceptance by all would be to a great extent destroyed if the
signatories of the Disarmament Treaty of big battleships came to an end. Moreover,
the principle of budgetary limitation I do not think that the records of the late
that is, the limitation of the amount spent war really afford aly justification for this
every year on armaments by each nation; dogma. I doubt whether the submarines
secondly, it proposes the prohibition for all i the late war ever succeeded in hindering
nations of those kinds of armaments which any naval operation. Certainly, vast num-
are now forbidden to the vanqulished bers of men and munitions weretransported
Powers ; and thirdly, it recommends the from England and America to the theatre
establishment of the same system for the of war without one single ship by whic
international supervision of the armaments were carried ever being injured by a
of all countries. submarine. It is true that a certain number

of war vessels were sunk by submarine
It will be observed that these proposals attack but they were not many, and it is

rest on three main principles. In the first understood that the recent developments of
place, the sanctity of treaties. The Federa- marine architecture make future successes
tion holds that the obligation to disarm is of this kind still less likely. The real strength
just as much a treaty obligation as any of of the submarine was in the destruction of
the others contained in the peace treaties; merchant ships, which is a purely offensive
and if the obligation is not honoured - in operation and one which has already received
other words, if this Conference does not condemnation by most, if not all, of the
succeed in bringing about some real measure great naval owers.
of disarmament the whole basis on which
those treaties - and indeed all treaties-
rest, will be undermined. The two other Next as to the land. We wish for the
principles are those of security and interna- abolition of tanks and large land guns. The
tional equality. They may perhaps be great purpose of both these weapons is the
considered as different aspects of the same destruction or penetration of defensive
proposition; since security in the last entrenchments. In the late war, it was found
analysis must depend upon treaties, the that, with modern rifles and machine-guns,
binding force of treaties must depend upon the power to hold an entrenchment was very
the real and genuine assent of the parties great, especially with the aid of wire
to them, and it is doubtful if real and genuine entanglements. I believe that it will be
assent can ever be obtained without equality generally admitted that without tanks and
of status. In the same order of ideas, it will land guns and one other weapon which I
be found that the actual proposals tend to will come to in a minute, it would have been
decrease the offensive power of armaments impossible to capture a properly entrenched
while leaving the defensive power untouched. position. In other words, these weapons -

tanks and big land guns - are essential to
attack and, without saying that they are not

That eventually must be the chief object sometimes of use for defensive purposes,
of any disarmament proposals. If I am it is true to assert that without them no
right in this representation of our proposals, offensive against properly organised defences
it is evident that they will produce a very is practicable.
important increase of security. Carried to
its logical conclusion, the removal of the
power of aggression would eventually bring Finally, there is the question of military.Flinally, there is the question of militaryabout a complete security, and anything ' s . rabout a complete security, and anything .aircraft which are also of use in attacking
which diminishes the power of aggression enched ositions. entrenched positions. But their use went farproportionately to the power of defence

necessarily increases the safety of the beyond that. Their main offensive purposenecessarily increases the safety of the . . v s
world. was to bomb buildings and other objects

of military importance, or it might be even
bodies of troops. But even those objects of

What then are the specific reductions military importance gradually came to
which we propose? We urge on the naval include anything which would weaken or
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destroy the morale of the enemy country. M. Vandervelde (representative of Labour
Accordingly, great cities were bombed, on and Socialist Organisations):
both sides, and though, under the then con- Translation: I rise to speak in this
ditions, not very much material damage was assembly in the name of the Labour and
done, there was no doubt a considerable Socialist International, acting in conjunction
amount of fear and anxiety caused amongst with the International Federation of Trade
the civil population. In any future war, all Unions.
that would be enormously increased; the The Socialist International numbers more
powers of aerial bombing have been multi- than six million organised workers. It groups,
plied in recent years ten or twenty times in countries constituted on a democratic
at least, involving an appalling slaughter basis, more than twenty-five million votes.
of non-combatant men, women and children. The membership of the International Fede-
Nor need anyone think that there is any ration of Trade Unions amounts at present
prospect that these powers will not be to overfourteenmillions, andwhen, together
utilised to the full. We have seen in recent with ourselves, it calls for total disarmament,
events in the Far East to what extent the it is conscious that it is speaking also in the
military authorities have thought it right name of millions of workers all over the
to employ bombing under very remarkable United States of America, India and the
conditions, nor have we any reason to Far East, who, in this particular sphere, are
suppose that the Japanese military authori- in full agreement with us.
ties are unique in that respect. On the This is the text of our joint petition:
contrary, in all the air manceuvres that have
taken place in the last few years, practice in We must disarm to ensure peace.
bombing cities has been a common feature. The treaties have imposed disarmament
If, therefore, the Conference would agree to on certain nations. They have promised it
the abolition of military aircraft, it would for the others. But the lengthy negotia-
not only render offensive military operations tions carried on at Geneva have not as
more difficult; it would abolish what is yet been productive of positive results.
surely a most barbarous form of warfare and Military burdens are continually increas-
would, in one important respect, equalise ng. The nations' patience is strained
the armament conditions of the vanquished to its limit. We demand then that the
and victorious Powers in the late war. The Governments represented at the Confer-
only objection that I have seen to this ence should now take action and conclude
proposal is that it is said that, if military a Convention which shall at once ensure
aircraft are abolished, there would be no a mass reduction of effectives and material
defence against civil aircraft used for and military expenditure, thus bringing
military purposes. I am personally inclined about without delay world disarmament,
to think that the danger thus indicated is total disarmament, subject to control."
exaggerated in argument, but, in any case, There may perhaps be some among you
it ought to be met, and I believe that it could who will be amazed, who may even be
be met either by the internationalisation of offended at the imperative character of this
civil aircraft, or it may be -and this is a text. But unless we spoke in this tone we
matter for careful examination--by the should be betraying the purpose of the
creation of an international air force. I am millions of men who have appointed us to
sorry that I cannot go into these subjects represent them here. This I declare in full
further on the present occasion. consciousness of what I am saying: we

come here not in a mood of supplication, to
Such is the scheme that I am authorised voice the hopes of others ; we come to state

to lay before the Conference, and, if I may our claims. Calling upon the higher powers.
say so, I would not only lay it before the we speak on behalf of the lower powers.
Conference but, through the Conference, Not, I need hardly say, that we are under
before the peoples of the world. If it were any illusion, or expect immediate and full
adopted, you would make a genuine first effect can be given to our claims. But it
step towards disarmament; by lessening means something, it means a great deal, that
the offensive power of armaments, you would this Conference should have met at last.
automatically increase general security; you It is a wonderful thing to see assembled here
would afford substantial satisfaction to the all the nations which not so long ago in Paris
demand for international equality and you placed a ban upon war; it is a wonderful
would save fully the twenty-five per cent on thing to see them taking counsel together,
world expenditure for which the overtaxed discussing the means whereby they may do
peoples of all nations are looking, away with national armaments, which weigh

so heavily upon the peoples, and deliber-
ating under circumstances such that our
President - forgive me, your President,

The President. - I now take the Workers' for I was thinking myself back in the days
Organisations, (a) Labour and Socialist when Henderson was my predecessor in
Organisations (the speaker will be office - that your President, I say, was
M. Vandervelde), (b) the International Fede- right a hundred times over to declare in his
ration of Trade Unions (the speaker will opening speech that he refused to contem-
be M. Jouhaux). plate even the possibility of failure for this
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Conference, for no one could foretell the evil I do not propose for one moment to discuss
consequences that might ensue. whether, and, if so, how far, those promises

It is a wonderful thing also to see at the have been kept. The fact remains, however,
head of this assembly, as it were, the living tht there s at present an enormous
symbol of the growing power of the working disproportion, a flagrant disproportion, bet-
classes, a man who once worked iron with een the armaments allowed to the van-
his hands, who was for years the President quished and those which the victors claim
of our International, who still enjoys the the right to maintain.
full and complete confidence of his former That dsproportion explains in the main
comrades, and who, only the other day, the claims set forth in the joint resolution
declared it to be his conviction - which of he International Federa;ion of Tradeof the International Federation of Trade
declared it to be his conviction - which Unions and the Socialist Workers' Inter-
is ours also - that the world wants disar- Unions and the Socialist Workers' Inter-
amamenti. national. I am not going to read you themament.

resolution now; I simply wish to place the
In spite of this, we cannot, if I may say essential clauses of it before you.

so, expect exaggerated results from this
Conference. And why ? I have stated 1. Disarmament can be stable and
why in writing. We were requested to permanent only if based on equality of
submit texts to the Petitions Committee, rights and duties. Nothing could be more
and although our text has already been fatal to peace than to claim that the
communicated to the Press, there are certain victorious and vanquished nations should
objections on grounds of procedure to my be made subject indefinitely to different
reading it now. We expressed our doubts as regimes.
to the possibility of obtaining decisive
results from this Conference. 2. There can be no question of achieving

equality by the re-arming of the countries
There are very few here who represent which were disarmed under the terms of thedirectly, in the present Governments, the peace Treaties. The Disarmament

hopes of the vast masses of the working Convention must not be used as an
classes. Not all of the Governments instrument for increasing armaments. We
represented at the Conference are Govern- are faced with this dilemma: either disar-
ments constituted on a democratic basis. mament for all or freedom to arm for all.

Lastly-and here we touch on the delicate Armaments must not be levelled up but
point which our President does not wish levelled down. General disarmament must
us to bring up-things are happening at tend towards a lower level of armaments.
this moment on the other side of the world
which would spell war if the Paris Pact did Finally (and this, I may inform you, is
not prohibit war, things whereon I have essential in our view), in order to guarantee
expressed in my text an opinion which I the observance of the general Convention
hold more strongly than ever, and which I which is to be concluded, it is imperative
will simply summarise now: it would be to organise, independently of the national
highly regrettable if, either now or in the control in the different countries which
future, treaties were to lose all their moral only democracy makes possible, strict inter-
force by reason of an assertion, by fire and national control over expenditure, arma-
sword, that might is right. ments, public and private manufacture of

rmn war material and international traffic inHaving said so much, I would remindarms.
you of the circumstances in which we e Thus we have: the abolition of the
come here (and we are grateful to you for distinction between victors and vanquished;
having given us this opportunity). We have the maintenance, but also the generalisa-
come to remind you of undertakings and of tion, of the disarmament already imposed
promises which have been made and to place the treaties and, lastly, international
before you the circumstances in which a joint control, without which, I need hardly say,
resolution came to be agreed uponbetween the most perfect Conventions would remain
the representatives of the Workers' Union. ineffective and might even perhaps con-

When, at the Conference of Versailles, stitute a danger, unless accompanied by
in May 1919, the German Government stringent multilateral control. Such are our
agreed to the abolition of compulsory claims.
military service on condition that this should That is what we ask; or rather - to
be the beginning of a general reduction of revert to your President's speech at the first
the armaments of all countries, the President meeting - that it what we demand. We
of the Conference replied: " The Allied and demand it on behalf of the peoples who are
Associated Powers wish to make it clear that tired of paying each year over one hundred
their requirements in regard to German milliards of francs for the international war
armaments were not made solely with the budget, on behalf of the socialist workers
object of rendering it impossible for Germany of every country who refuse to march forward
to resume her policy of military aggression. again- -the blind led by the blind--
They are also the first steps towards that towards the abyss of war. After the terrible
general reduction and limitation of arma- sufferings they have experienced, they see
ments which they seek to bring about as one things clearly to-day, and the masses are
of the most fruitful preventives of war ". beginning to see clearly too.
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Your President, with all the authority Disarmament Commissions of the League
which international confidence has conferred and the work accomplished has enabled a
upon him, addressed a stern warning the certain number of rules to be defined, rules
other day to those who refuse to see, who whereby armaments can be reduced to the
refuse to realise that in every country the minimum compatible with national security.
working masses are firmly opposed to war We call for this reduction in arms, because
and to anything that may seem to be a the unparalleled world-wide unemployment
preparation for war. can be relieved only by a reduction of the

This is the moment at which fates are stupendous military burdens which cripple
decided. From your deliberations may the economic progress of the peoples. We
issue peace or - who knows how soon? - call for those measures on behalf of the
war. Experience has shown us that competi- twenty millions of unemployed, on behalf
tion in armaments produces its inevitable of the sixty millions of human beings
consequences. We know too- and that who are suffering actual physical depriva-
is perhaps a pledge of your ultimate success tions.
-- how wars between peoples end. Thathow wars between peoples end. That It is idle, it is mere mockery, to talk
you might learn, if it were necessary, from of international cooperation if the peoples
one delegation here which could speak if continue to arm against one another; it is
it would. idle to speak of economic co-operation, if

That is why, after the terrible sufferings rival aims and competition in armaments
which have brought common misery upon still tend to banish mutual confidence.
them all, the socialist workers of all countries Armaments do not mean security: security
of Belgium and of France, of Germany and is a function of mutual confidence between
of Britain, of all the sections of the Interna- peoples, of their common determination
tional, agree in calling for disarmament and to settle their disputes by peaceful means,
in urging that, should a fresh catastrophe on a basis of equal rights and equal duties.
befall the world, the inevitable result would Security determines disarmament. If this
be what happened in half of Europe as the were not so, if the Conference were to fail,
aftermath of 1917. the righteous wrath of the peoples would

The socialist workers of all countries are blaze up - righteous because kindled in the
agreed to spare no effort to prevent the cause of peace. These weary hours fraught
repetition of such a state of affairs; and if with danger through which we are passing
there were a repetition they are firmly make our duty clear, and that duty is to
determined, if not to throw away their arms, enter on the path of disarmament.
at all events to refuse to turn them against T c o t 
one another The conscience of the world proletariat

one another. will be with you in the accomplishment
Such is the message entrusted to us. f this great work of pacification. Th

We leave it to your farsightedness and assistanc of its organiations is yours
wisdom - perhaps, I might add, to your to help you to make effective and sincere
statesmanlike sagacity - to draw the con- that mechanism of national and interna-
clusions. tional control without which the reduction

of armaments might remain inoperative,M. Jouhaux (Representative of the Inter-i. haux (Represent tiv of the Ine- without which the private manufacture of
national ederion of Trade Unions): arms and implements of war, that shameful

Translation: After my friend Vandervelde, canker of modern society, would continue
I too wish to set before you briefly the to corrupt the virtue of mankind. Supported
reasons why we have come here. by the will of the peoples thus ready to assist

Our purpose in bringing to the Conference you, the Conference must achieve its mission;
the fourteen million petitions from trade it must dispel the nightmare of war that
unions, federations, national trade union still haunts us with such ghastly menace; it
organisations affiliated to the International must establish peace upon earth, peace the
Federation of Trade Unions, was to bring outcome of security, disarmament and com-
home to you the determination of millions pulsory arbitration.
of men and women that effect should at
last be given to the solemn promises made
to the peoples, promises inscribed in the The President. -In the name of the
treaties. The moment has come when heo
reduction of armaments- a preface to ,

plete general disarmament appears as have addressed us this morning; also to
complete general disarmament - appears as thnk the deputations who have accompa-an essential, an indispensable, undertaking, thank the depu tations who have accompa-
the performance of which can no longer nied their spokesmen, and to thank the
brook delay. organisations whom they represent. Not

WeOOK o a i . only do I thank them in your name for their
We know that this reduction is possible. universal expression of goodwill and support,

Factors of security exist already and demand but for the many practical suggestions which
a reduction of armaments, that they may are contained in several of the speeches.
become permanent and be further extended.
We know it is possible, because the Interna- I would like specially to say a word
tional Federation of Trade Unions, through of thanks to the Women's Organisations.
its delegates, collaborated in the work of the They have brought us really a remarkable


